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FOREWORD
This is Volume III of the Final Report on A Study of Systems
Requirements for Phobos/Deimos Missions, conducted by the Martin
Marietta Corporation.
This study was performed for the Langley Research Center,
NASA, under Contract NASI-I0873, and was conducted during the
period 4 June 1971 to 4 June 1972. Mr. Edwin F. Harrison of
Langley Research Center, NASA, was the Technical Representative
of the Contracting Officer. The study was jointly sponsored by
the Advanced Concepts and Mission Division of the Office of
Aeronautics and Space Technology (OAST) and the Planetary Pro-
grams Division of the Office of Space Sciences (OSS) in NASA
Headquarters.
This Final Report, which summarizes the results and conclu-
sions of the three-phase study, consists of four volumes as
follows:
Volume I - Summary
Volume II - Phase I Results - Satellite
Rendezvous and Landing Missions
Volume III - Phase II Results - Satellite Sample
Return Missions and Satellite Mobility
Concepts
Volume IV - Phase III Results - Combined Missions
to Mars and Its Satellites
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I. OBJECTIVES AND STUDY RESULTS
A. INTRODUCTION
This report, in four volumes, contains the results of a nine-
month, three-phase study conducted for the Langley Research Cen-
ter to evaluate the systems requirements to accomplish Phobos/
Deimos missions in the 1977-1983 time period.
The study was initiated in June 1971, under NASA Contract
NASI-I0873. The study milestones are summarized in Table I-l.
The study was based on a succession of three phases that allowed
a logical progression from the straight-forward rendezvous and
landing satellite mission conducted during Phase I to a more
meaningful sample return mission performed during Phase II, and
finally culminating in a highly cost effective combined Mars
landing and Phobos/Deimos mission studied during Phase III. Each
succeeding phase effort built upon the results of the previous
phase to a large degree. For example, the original concept of
missions to the Martian satellites was developed by Messrs.
Pritchard and Harrison of the NASA Langley Research Center. They
demonstrated the technical feasibility of such space missions in
a preliminary mission design that became the basis for the system
study per_urmeu_- J J"-_-- _^ Using .....................uuL±,_ ,=o= I. eh_= h=m_ _nnwlpdg_ then,
we generated basic data on mission analysis and spacecraft system
requirements during Phase I which we applied to alternate mission
concepts during Phases II and III in a search for the most cost
effective Phobos rDeimos exploration approach.
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Table 1-1 Study Milestones
Preliminary Mission Design by
NASA/LRC-MAAB
Systems Definition Study
Contract to MMC
Phase I - Landing Roving
Mission
First Presentation
Phase II - Sample Return
Mission
Second Presentation
Phase Ill-Combined Mars and
Phobos/Deimos Mission
Third Presentation
Final Report
January 1971
June 4, 1971
June 4, 1971 thru
September 9, 1971
September 9 & i0, 1971
September 13, 1971
December 9, 1971
December 9 & i0, 1971
December 13, 1971 thru
April 6, 1972
April 6 & 7, 1972
May 5, 1972
Since the results of the Phase I study demonstrated that a
Phobos/Deimos mission was both technically feasible and practic-
able, requiring only minimal modifications to be made to the Mars
Viking spacecraft, the Phase II study effort addressed itself to
studying a more potentially valuable mission to the Martian sa-
tellites. The contract Technical Monitor reasoned that a Phobos
or Deimos sample return mission, if it could be accomplished in
a cost effective manner, might be a very attractive element in a
balanced NASA program of planetary exploration. There are sev-
eral reasons why this might be true: as Mr. Harrison, our Tech-
nical Monitor pointed out in Reference I-i, it is the easiest
sample return mission to perform, in terms of propulsive perfor-
mance, in our solar system. This comparison is shown in Figure
I-i. The second reason is that an understanding of the origin
and evolution of the Mars satellites is very difficult if not
impossible to answer by conducting only in-situ science investi-
gations. Another reason for considering these missions is that
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the probability of back-contamination of the Earth's biosphere
with extraterrestrial organisms is much lower for this mission
than for a Mars sample return while the results could still pro-
vide good insight into the origin and evolution of Mars.
Throughout the Phase II study effort, numerous mission and
system options were considered and either a trade study was used
to determine the best option, or the relevant factors were con-
sidered and a conscious decision was made to use that particular
mode. These studies and analyses are documented in the appro-
priate study phases in which they were performed.
The result of the mission and system trade studies led to the
definition of a recommended baseline system and a leading alter-
nate system. Both systems are described in detail in the follow-
ing chapters. Associated cost and schedule data were also gen-
erated for the baseline mission.
B. STUDY OBJECTIVES AND GUIDELINES
The objective of the Phase II study effort was to establish
relative cost, performance and development risk estimates, and
subsystem implementation requirements for a number of alternate
mission/system concepts and to select a baseline concept for
further definition. In configuring the individual subsystems,
our approach, in concert with our Phase I studies, was to use
existing qualified systems and hardware from programs already in
being or in the planning stage, wherever feasible, and the Viking
systems in particular. Associated costs and schedule data were
then formulated around the baseline design.
At the conclusion of the Phase I studies, several areas--in
particular the navigation strategy and the definition of what the
minimum Phobos/Deimos science requirements would be--appeared to
I-5
offer potential for further optimization. Accordingly, these
areas were examined in more detail during this study phase.
Some of the more detailed study tasks that were performed in
meeting the study objectives are summarized in Table 1-2.
Table I-2 Phase II Study Tasks
• Analyze sample return performance and navigation
requirements.
• Re-examine minimum Phobos/Deimos science requirements.
• Complete Phase I navigation analyses.
• Compare application of solar electric propulsion
(performance capability only) for sample return missions
• Examine possibility of conducting dual satellite
mission.
• Compare alternate satellite landing schemes.
• Perform trade-off studies of spacecraft configuration
concepts.
• Develop landed mobility concepts.
• Define systems and subsystems for baseline configuration.
• Develop schedule and cost estimates.
Ground rules and guidelines were jointly established by the
Langley Research Center and the MMC Phobos/Deimos study team
just prior to the initiation of the Phase II study. These ground
rules are summarized in Table 1-3. Also, as preliminary results
of the study were developed, a series of study generated ground
rules evolved. These ground rules are tabulated in Table 1-4.
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Table I-3 LRC Directed Study Ground Rules
Launch vehicles considered: Titan IIIC, Titan IIIE/
Centaur, Titan lllE7/Centaur and Shuttle/Centaur.
Launch opportunities shall be from 1977 to 1983.
Type I and II transfer trajectories to be considered.
Dual satellite missions to be considered.
Alternate mobility concepts to be evaluated.
Design mission around returning a sample weight of
5 kgs.
Apply proven hardware and technology.
Minimize overall program costs.
Table I-4 MMC Derived Study Ground Rules
• Titan lllE/Centaur launch system.
• 1981 launch opportunity.
• Type II transfer trajectory for both Earth-Mars and
Mars-Earth.
• Earth launch window of 30 days.
• Two launches with spare spacecraft.
• Sample recovery at Earth is direct entry with ___
recovery.
• "Stretched" Viking '75 Orbiter (38% propellant
increase).
• No sterilization requirement.
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C. STUDY APPROACH
The overall approach in conducting the study effort followed
very closely the methodology that was used in performing the
Phase I study.
The automated Phobos/Deimos sample return mission is complex
and demanding in concept. The mission objectives require a
roundtrip to the surface of the Martian satellites with an auto-
mated spacecraft. The return spacecraft must be designed to per-
form perfectly after up to two years of "storage" in an inter-
planetary and remote satellite environment.
The trade studies that were conducted then, were aimed at
meeting this challenge with lightweight, minimum cost, low risk
technology systems. The large array of mission modes and system
options available for consideration produce a very large number
of potential mission/system approaches worthy of investigation.
This required that the study approach be designed to provide
early definition of the many potential mission/system approaches
and a means for consistent screening and evaluation of alternates
to arrive at the most promising concepts for further detailed
analysis. Maximum utilization of our Phase I launch vehicle and
Phobos/Deimos orbiter delivery system definitions was made which
allowed us to concentrate our efforts on the definition of the
earth return spacecraft during Phase II. Once the most promis-
ing mission/system approaches were identified, the remainder of
the study was devoted primarily to systems analysis and con-
ceptual design of these candidate baseline concepts. A compara-
tive evaluation of the baseline mission/system candidates based
on point design results was then used to select a recommended
Phobos/Deimos sample return baseline concept and leading alter-
native.
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A comprehensive analysis was performed to establish Phobos/
Deimos sample return mission science objectives and requirements,
and to select experiments and associated instrumentation for the
system. The mission environmental criteria developed during the
Phase I study (Appendix A of Volume II) were utilized to guide
the mission/system design.
Another major effort during the Phase II studies was to study
in detail the three mobility concepts that were defined during
Phase I: wheeled rovers, flying rovers, and long furlable booms.
Wheeled systems are the most conventional of the three con-
cepts considered. However, the low gravity makes possible the
use of large diameter, lightweight wheels which give the rover
high obstacle performance capability with a mobility subsystem
weight (approximately 12 kg) well below that required for simi-
lar performance on a Lunar or Mars rover.
A flying rover is attractive since low AVs are required for
ballistic hops in the low-g environment and no totally new sub-
systems must be added to achieve post-landed mobility. Weight
charged to flying mobility would _nclude larger tanks and fuel
loads and reusable shock absorbers in the landing legs.
Furlable booms are the third concept considered, such systems
having significantly greater range per unit weight than booms
used in higher-g environments. Although booms only provide ac-
cess to the lander's immediate surroundings, such science mobil-
ity may be desirable on a simple first mission or in the event
extreme surface irregularities prevent lander mobility.
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D. STUDY RESULTS
This section summarizes the baseline mission/system as devel-
oped during the Phase II studies. More detailed descriptions and
discussions of the options and trade studies that were considered
appear in the appropriate sections of this report.
I. Baseline Mission/System Concept Description
The selected baseline launch opportunity is a 1981 launch
from Earth with a 1982 arrival at the vicinity of Mars. The
launch vehicle is the Titan lllE/Centaur. The Earth-to-Mars
portion of the mission is basically the same as the 1979 launch
of Phase I.
Type II trajectories were again selected for mission design
purposes for both the outbound leg (Earth-to-Mars) and the in-
bound leg (Mars-to-Earth) of the mission.
The Phobos/Deimos sample return spacecraft as shown in Figure
1-2 consists of two major components: a modified landed Viking
Orbiter with a 38% propulsion system stretch, basically the same
configuration as our alternate Phase I vehicle, and a modified
Planetary Explorer earth return vehicle. The orbiter dry weight
is 972.3 kg. This, together with 1928 kg of propellant, gives a
total loaded weight of 2900 kg. lne ±uau_u w=_ ..............
fled Planetary Explorer earth return vehicle is approximately
197 kgs. This includes a 13.6 kg earth entry module. Total in-
jected payload weight is 3374 kgs.
To accomplish the sample return mission the Viking Orbiter
is modified to incorporate landing legs, landing radar, sampling
subsystem, the earth return vehicle; and a 38% stretchea propul-
sion system. Thermal control is also adjusted by adding flip
covers over the existing thermal control louvers for the landed
I-I0
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mission. Solar panels have been integrated with the landing
legs.
Modifications to the Planetary Explorer are primarily concen-
trated in the propulsion and structural areas. The structural
modifications are necessary to achieve proper dynamic balance
when the liquid propulsion and earth entry module are incorpor,
ated for sample return. The thermal control system has also been
re-configured to emphasize heat retention instead of heat rejec-
tion.
The Mars orbit rendezvous and landing sequence is identical
to that discussed in Phase I. The orientation of the spacecraft
elements during various stages of the sample return sequence is
depicted in Figure 1-3.
Approximately thirteen (13) months after landing on the sa-
tellite's surface, the earth return vehicle is made ready for its
return flight. The sequence of events for the return flight to
Earth is very similar tothe Mars arrival maneuvers, only per-
formed in reverse. The transfer trajectory to Earth is a Type II
trajectory. The launch window available is approximately twelve
(12) days. The total velocity budget including navigation un-
certainties, midcourse corrections, and a deflection maneuver at
Earth is 1786 raps.
_L_= sample r_+_........_.........._h _rv_ module is an Apollo shaped ve-
hicle approximately 42.5 cm (16.75 inches) in diameter and is
designed to survive the loads imposed during earth entry and
impact. The capsule as designed can accommodate entry velocities
up to 12.8 km/sec. This configuration provides for the stowage,
sealing and environmental protection of a 5 kg Phobos surface
sample.
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2. Alternative Concept
The alternate configuration shown in Figure 1-4 consists of
an integrated three-axis stabilized control module/lander with a
propulsion module which is jettisoned prior to final closure and
touchdown. The subsystems contained in the earth return vehicle
function throughout the mission so that there is no duplication
of hardware. The injected weight of the configuration is 2500 kg
compared with 3375 kg for the baseline concept.
The earth return vehicle or control module, is a new light-
weight three-axis stabilized vehicle composed of proven or cur-
rently identified interplanetary spacecraft subsystems.
The integrated lander module evolved from the Study Phase I
lander/rover, houses the communications (20 watt TWTAs), primary
power system (RTG and batteries), sampling subsystem, landing
radar, tape recorders, and approach navigation TV cameras. The
articulated 30" parabolic high gain antenna is located on the
earth return vehicle.
The propulsion module which is jettisoned just prior to final
closure and touchdown is the basic Viking '75 propulsion system.
The terminal descent propulsion system which is an integral part
of the control module structure is a hydrazine system.
The touchdown and return sequence for the alternate concept
is shown in Figure I-5.
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II. MISSION SCIENCE OBJECTIVES AND RECOMMENDEDPAYLOADS
Our studies during Phase I were concerned with the ration-
ale of selecting science instruments to complement a mission
that was solely devoted to a landing on Phobos. From these
studies we developed a baseline capable of delivering approx-
imately 81.5 kgs (180 pounds) of science instruments. As part
of our Phase II study activities we reconsidered the scientific
objectives for performing a Phobos/Deimos mission and derived
payloads which included what we felt to be a minimum useful
instrument complement.
Next, the scie_Lific rationale for a _noDos/uemmos sample
return mission was developed, along with some thoughts on the
science constraints and requirements on the acquisition of
samples.
A. SCIENTIFIC OBJECTIVES
The avowed scientific goals of the space program are to
enlarge our knowledge of
a) the origin and history of the solar system_
b) the origin and history of life,
c) the dynamic processes that shape man's terrestrial
environment.
Although better knowledge of the Martian moons may shed some
light upon goals (b) and (c), the real justification for ex-
ploring these moons is the high potential of adding significant-
ly to our understanding of the birth of the solar system and
the changes that may have occurred thereafter.
II-2
The bodies in the solar system (planets, satellites,
asteroids, comets) are thought to have been formed mainly by
condensation of a circumsolar gas cloud, although a few of
these objects may have formed elsewhere in the universe and
subsequently been captured by the Sun. One school of thought
holds that the asteroid belt represents the debris of a broken-
up planet. Others hold, however, that this debris is today in
the process of accreting into a planet. If this second view is
correct, the asteroid belt affords us our only real opportunity
to study the genesis of a planet as it occurs. On the other
hand, if the first view is correct, the asteroids provide us
with material from all portions of a planet, right down to
its innermost regions. In either case, the asteroids are there-
fore of great interest.
Satellites of the planets are important for similar reasons.
Either they represent fragments of the central body, or they
were formed elsewhere and subsequently captured. There is some
evidence that the many satellites of Jupiter provide examples of
both cases.
The Earth's moon remains an enigma. Even though the Apollo
missions have vastly increased the available data, there remain
three hypotheses concerning the Moon's origin. Singer still
maintains the Moon could have been captured by the Earth.
O'Keefe still favors a model by which the Moon is a fragment
of the Earth split off as a result of a dynamic instability.
Ringwood and Essene continue to propose that the Moon accreted
from an assemblage of planetesimals which were left over during
the accretion of the Earth itself. All increased knowledge of
the chemical constitution, internal structure, and thermal
II-3
history of the Moonis placing strong constraints upon each of
these theories and by the completion of the Apollo 17 flight,
we may have sufficient data to eliminate one or more of the
possibilities.
These sametheories maybe invoked for the formation of
the Martian satellites, but the details would be muchdifferent
since our Moon is 10-2 of the Earth's masswhereas Phobosand
Deimos comprise only 10-7 to 10-8 of Mars. The very small size
of these satellites makes it highly probable that they are
homogeneous. Even if not, it is likely that any heterogeneity
would be simple comparedto that of the Earth and the Moon.
Furthermore, it would be susceptible to relatively straight-
forward experimental techniques.
B. MINIMAL SCIENCE PAYLOADS
The most important questions to be asked of Phobos and Deimos
are, "What are they made of?" and "When were they formed?"
The first question can be answered directly by landing
suitable equipment to conduct element composition analyses and
to determine the mineralogy. Although remote analyses such as
imagery and IR spectrometry have some value, these techniques
An nne h=_,_ _h_ p_h_llrx, n£ m_king rhp ,m_mhigllnu_ measurements
desired. Coupled with high-quality landed imagery, such as a
quasi-microscope, an elemental analysis could provide sufficient
information to derive the mineralogic composition, thus obviating
the need for an X-ray diffraction instrument. A determination
of the uranium and thorium contents is of real importance
since these elements are low in abundance in meteorites and the
Earth's interior, but high in abundance in the Earth's crust and
lunar surface. The answer to the second question, viz., when
the satellites were "formed" is certainly best answered by
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an isotope study to derive the a_e at which crystallization
from molten rock occurred. No experimental apparatus yet exists
for conducting this age investigation remotely. Therefore,
allowing for such practicalities, the "minimal" mission to
Phobos and/o_ Deimos would have as an instrument complement:
a) analyzer for major and minor elements (alpha
backscattering spectrometer, x-ray fluorescence spectrometer,
or other).
b) U, Th analyzer (gamma ray spectrometer).
c) mineralogic analyzer (quasi-microscope or x-ray
diffractometer).
d) tracking beacon or other device (perhaps only
communication system) to allow determination of the mass of
the satellite.
This is the minimal instrument complement needed above and
beyond the remote-sensing equipment used by Mariners 6, 7 and 9.
A determination of the mass of the satellite is very valuable
because when correlated with the observed volume, one can get
the bulk density and thereby infer whether it is homogeneous
and uniform, with a composition throughout which is the same
as that at the surface, or whether some type of heterogeneity
exists.
The outcome of the composition measurements will take us
a long way toward deciding whether Phobos and Deimos are derived
from Mars or elsewhere in the solar system. Note, however, that
worthwhile comparisons can be made only if we know a good deal
about the composition of Mars itself. Thus, exploration of the
satellites of Mars presupposes a comprehensive geological study
of the planet. Such missions are intimately related to one
another, and might profitably be combined into one, single-
II-5
purpose mission. Likewise, if the evidence points to an extra-
Martian origin for the satellites, the asteroid belt could be
investigated in detail to allow further progress. Therefore,
Phobos/Deimos missions are potentially closely related to
asteroid exploration.
More ambitious payload missions to Phobos and Deimos are
probably only justified upon the basis of obtaining interesting
results with the minimal payload given above. An appropriate
advanced payload would be the 81.5 kg payload studied in Phase I.
However, if a sample return mission proves feasible, it is likely
that one would be willing to forego the 81.5 kg payload mission
altogether in favor of obtaining samples of the body itself
since on Earth one could analyze for trace elements, micro-
mineralogic relationships, crystallization ages, cosmic ray
exposure ages, remnant magnetization, etc.
C. SCIENTIFIC SIGNIFICANCE OF SAMPLE RETURN
The physical acquisition and return of samples from Phobos
or Deimos has several advantages over remote examinations
carried out on the satellite itself by automated landers and/or
laboratories. Here on Earth, biologic and geologic scientists
regularly return Earth samples to the laboratory for detailed
analysis. Similarly, samples returned from Phobos or Deimos
would permit comprehensive analytical procedures by scientists.
Sequential experimentation and a heuristic approach to analyses
would be made possible. Although in situ analytical procedures
are feasible for advanced automated Phobos/Deimos landers,
they are likely to be necessarily quite simple compared to those
11-6
that are possible in Earth-based laboratories that are charac-
terized by controlled environments and comprehensive analytical
instrumentation. Such instrumentation often requires close
human control that would severely burden the automated lander/
laboratory's data system.
It is anticipated that the Phobos or Deimos landing sites
will offer minimal hazards to a successful landing, yet will
exhibit geologic features of sufficient diversity within the
landing area to be representative of the satellite surface and
warrant considerable stay time for investigation.
I. Surface Sampling
The sampling requirements involve consideration of several
interrelated factors that include the minimum sample return,
sampling radius about the landed vehicle, the effects of multiple
sites, and the handling and storage requirements.
The minimum sample return involves collecting several
different samples so that each type of accessible material is
represented. Ideally, surface sampling will include a degree
of selectivity; will be coordinated with television surveill-
ance; and cover a sufficiently large horizontal area to define
the immediate variations and assure that the samples are indeed
representative of that portion of the satellite's surface.
The number and types of samples returned depend on the
variety of surface materials that can be sampled within a
reasonable distance of the landed vehicle and the requirements
of the investigators who will examine the samples once they are
returned to Earth. Following the practice established during
the Apollo program it appears that the samples should be returned
II-7
to a central laboratory, such as the lunar receiving laboratory,
for preliminary analyses and systematic distribution to qual-
ified investigators.
a. Sample Users - Each sample should provide for at
least two users. It is assumed that one-half of each sample
will be held in reserve for comparison with samples returned
at a later date, second generation experiments, and to meet
contingencies. The other half of the returned samples should
be reserved for the physical scientists for extensive analyses.
Based on the lunar sample analysis program, the physical sciences
analyses will be largely geological in nature and may include:
descriptive mineralogy and petrology, crystallography, micro-
probe investigations, radiation effects, shock effects, alpha
particle autoradiog_aphy; chemical and isotope analysis in-
cluding major elements, neutron activation, mass spectroscopy,
rare-gas analysis, cosmic-ray induced and natural radioactivity
and light stable isotopes; physical properties analysis such as
magnetic measurements, elastic-mechanical measurements, electri-
cal properties, and electromagnetic measurements.
b. Sample Weight - Several hundred scientists have request-
ed lunar samples for 140 different investigation programs. It
is expected that the Phobos or Deimos surface samples can be
shared and that sequential distribution of individual samples
will be carefully worked out so that early experiments will not
destroy the samples' usefulness for later experiments. The
_amples would be returned to a central receiving laboratory
after each off-site experiment for storage or redistribution.
Exceptions would be where completely destructive tests are
authorized. For purposes of this study 5 kg of samples was
assumed to be brought back to the Earth for analyses.
II-8
c. Sample Variety - The variety of materials to b_ found
at any particular landing site cannot be established without
prior knowledge of the landing site; however, for purposes of
this study assume that the following would be collected as
a minimum:
i)
2)
surface dust from around the landing site;
loose rocks and/or crater ejecta;
3) subsurface sample from core hole;
4) bedrock drill chips from drill.
d. Sampling Radius - The minimum sampling radius relates
to the geological variations in the surface, resolution and
mapping scale of the Orbiter's imagery, and contamination from
the terminal descent propulsion system rocket exhaust. Sampl-
ing should be as extensive as possible within the system con-
straints in order to sample across major lithologic boundaries
if they exist. Some variations in the surface material can be
expected at nearly any landing site although some will be con-
siderably more complex than others. The sampling radius must
also be coordinated with the Orbiter's imagery in order to
establish the nature of the material and its distribution with-
in an area that can be resolved. Once the nature of the material
has been established at the landing site, the distribution
patterns can be extended in interpreted over a much greater
area on the orbital photographs.
It is recommended that a sample weight of at least one
gram be returned from each of the locations sampled within the
sampling radius.
e. Sample llandling and Storage Requirements - The primary
objective in sample handling and storage is to return samples to
a receiving laborabory for extensive scientific analyses without
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altering the samples or diminishing their scientific values.
Therefore there are several factors that must be considered
from the time the sample is collected from the satellite's
surface until it is analyzed at the receiving laboratory. One
of the primary considerations is for environmental control
which should maintain the sample at or near its ambient satel-
lite surface temperature and pressure. Other factors include:
(i) each sample should be identified as to location and time of
collection; preliminary analyses for identification or selec-
tion should be related to the sample; orientation and strati-
graphic relationships should be preserved; depth in the core-
hole should be noted; (2) samples should be mechanically and
biologically sealed in individual containers to prevent escape
of chemical constituents or cross contamination; (3) the
samples selected for return Nhould be encapsulated within a
biological barrier which is sterile or can be externally
sterilized before return to Earth; (4) the encapsulated
samples should be enclosed in an armored earth return capsule
in order to assure survival even under catastrophic conditions;
(5) a receiving laboratory analogous to the lunar receiving
laboratory should be provided for the initial analysis on Earth.
III. Mission Analysis
and Design
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III. MISSION ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
A. PERFORMANCEANALYSIS
The second phase of the Phobos/Deimos study was primarily con-
cerned with developing a sample return concept from one of the two
satellites of Mars. The baseline mission involves a launch from
Earth in 1981 and a launch from Phobos in 1983 (more difficult
than from Deimos). The Earth-to-Mars portion of the mission is
basically the same as the 1979 launch in Phase I. The variations
from that mission are primarily in the MOI AV and trip time.
The 1981 launch from Earth uses a Titan IIIE/Centaur and a
Type II trajectory as in Phase I. The typical event sequences and
timing are shown in Table III-l. The main difference from Phase
I is the Earth-to-Mars transfer time of about i0 months which is
about 1½ months shorter than the 1979 mission. The sequence of
events for the Earth to Phobos mission is the same as the baseline
from Phase I with thesame delta time from Mars orbit insertion
(MOI) to the landing. The baseline AV budget is shown in Table
III-2 and is the same as the Phase I '79 mission except for the
MOI and plane change maneuvers which are higher beca.se of the
higher Mars encounter VHE magnitude and declination in the 1981
opportunity. The weight profile for the Earth-to-Phobos mission
is shown in Table III-3. This weight profile shows landed weight
on Phobos of 1230 kg which includes the landed orbiter (Phase I
considered a separate lander) and a sample return module as
heavy as 259 kg (which is about 63 kg more than is required for
the baseline sample return concept). This value of 259 kg is
established by the orbiter propulsion limit which is a 38%
stretch over the Viking '75 propellant load. The excess capa-
bility could be converted to landed science or sample return
contingencies.
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A series of trade studies were required to develop the sample
return mission profile. Table 111-4 indicates the major trades.
The primary goal in optimizing the mission was to reduce the AV
requirements for the trans-Earth injection. This injection is
complicated by the inclination differences between the orbit of
Phobos (or Deimos) and the required departure declination. A
three-impulse transfer was selected in order to reduce the impact
of the plane change on the AV requirements. The sequence of
events is very similar to the Mars arrival maneuvers only in re-
verse. The first four listed trade studies involve the mechanics
of the three-impulse transfer. The last two trades involve the
midcourse correction strategy and entry mode as they impact the
required propellants and the trajectory accuracy at Earth.
I. Mission Description
The overview of the sample return mission is shown in Figure
III-i. The sequence of events for the departure from Phobos in-
volves three major maneuvers after the initial lift off from the
surface. The lift off is accomplished with a short burn of the
main engine to achieve a separation velocity of approximately
i0 mps. At the proper point in the orbit the engine is fired to
lift the apoapsis to 95000 km. This maneuver requires a velocity
increment of 746 meters per second. The line of apsides estab-
lished by this maneuver is selected .....De_or_[,a_u to _±uw....... LLL=_f^_---1
transfer to occur at periapse. At apoapsis a small maneuver
lowers periapsis to 1500 km to reduce the final trans-Earth in-
jection AV. TO prevent doing yaw steering during the final in-
jection maneuver, a plane change maneuver is also done at apo-
apsis (95000 km) which rotates the orbital plane to include the
required VHE vector for the trip to Earth. The final trans-Earth
injection maneuver is done at the 1500 km periapsis and increases
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the velocity to the required VHE magnitude. For comparison, if
this sequence of events is applied to a sample return from Deimos,
the AV budget would be reduced by approximately 250 mps. This
would yield a reduction in required propellant of approximately
i0 kg. The SRTRK Program (Appendix A) was used to simulate these
events.
2. Performance Characteristics
Table 111-5 shows the event sequences and timing for the
sample return mission. The trajectory to Earth is a Type II
trajectory (greater than 180°). The actual launch window is
twelve days. The 3 midcourse corrections are for correcting tra-
jectory accumulated errors only and would not be required unless
deviations from the nominal trajectory occur. The trajectory is
biased slightly to provide a clear passage of Earth and a deflec-
tion maneuver is planned 1.5 days prior to entry to remove the
bias and trim out the major portion of any flight path angle
uncertainties. The nominal flight path angle at entry interface
is -7.25 ° ±.5 ° to accommodate the higher entry velocities of ap-
proximately 12.6 km per second (41,500 fps). For comparison the
Apollo flight path angle is -6.5 ° and entry velocity is Ii km/sec
(36,300 fps).
The AV budget for the sample return mission is shown in Table
111-6. This budget allows for a 12 day launch window and also
for 3o navigation uncertainties, midcourse correction and de-
flection maneuver. Later navigation analysis has reduced these
values (see Section B of this chapter). The impulsive AV curve
for the sample return mission is very flat as a function of
launch day. For example, an additional kilogram of propellant
would increase the width of the launch window by over 30 days.
The 12 day window is considered adequate; however, since the only
III-9
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potential problem is the availability of the tracking network
during the time of the three major maneuvers. Also included in
the budget is 40 mps for gravity and steering losses. This loss
value is substantially less than that needed for the trip to Mars
since the thrust to mass ratio is over three times higher than
the Mars orbit insertion ratio yielding significantly shorter
burn durations and therefore less gravity and steering losses.
Table III-7 indicates the weight profile after each maneuver.
As mentioned before, 3o fuel allowances are used where applicable.
Also shown is the separated entry module weight of 15 kg. The
separated entry module concept has the effect of reducing the
total spacecraft weight since the entire spacecraft does not have
to be thermally and structurally protected from the effect of
Earth entry. This trade study is shown in more detail below.
3. Trade Studies
Table 111-8 shows the relative merits and maximum payload
capabilities of sample return missions launching from Phobos be-
tween 1977 and 1990 for both Type I and Type II trajectories. An
initial weight of 200 kg is used for this parametric study. The
AV requirements include an additional 200 mps for navigation un-
certainties, gravity and steering losses and midcourse corrections.
Reasonably low AV requirements (less than 2000 mps) exist for
returns to Earth between 1979 and 1986.
Before selecting the baseline mission it was required to
determine the relative merits of the direct Earth entry mode and
the Earth orbital capture. Table III-9 indicates the required
initial weight for four cases of Earth sample retrieval. The
Earth orbital capture requires AV expenditures of over 1300 mps
to place the spacecraft in a 24 hour period orbit with a perigee
altitude of 500 km. The Earth orbital capture of the entire
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spacecraft requires a large amount of additional fuel. If a small
unit is separated and put into the same earth capture orbit the
additional fuel is reduced significantly. The direct entry cases
require a 15% increase in basic structure weight for the heat
shield and if the entire spacecraft is entered into the atmos-
phere an increase in total weight of 22 kg is required over the
baseline case where a small separable entry module is used. As
the table indicates, the two orbital capture cases require sig-
nificantly heavier total spacecraft weights than do the two di-
rect entry cases.
During this phase of the mission study we also investigated
the capabilities of solar electric propulsion (SEP) for a round-
trip mission to the Mars satellites. Table III-I0 indicates the
pertinent characteristics of this type of mission. Several con-
straints were applied to the SEP mission which prevented this
from indicating a fully optimized case. The trip time was con-
strained to be equivalent to chemical propulsion trip time. It
was also stipulated that a positive C3 would be applied at Earth
to bypass the Earth spiral departure problem. As can be expected
the very high specific impulse of the SEP yields a significant in-
crease in the payload capabilities over the chemical system. The
current drawbacks involved with the SEP system are the high devel-
opment costs, severe reliability requirements, and very difficult
navigation problems.
The feasibility of rendezvousing with both the satellites of
Mars during the same mission was studied. Figure 111-2 illus-
trates the sequence of events for this dual mission. The mission
is the same as the baseline mission up to the observation orbit.
After the observation orbit is established, the spacecraft is
circularized at apoapsis when Deimos is also there. The rendez-
vous is accomplished and the spacecraft co-orbits with Deimos
Ill-16
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for scientific observations and measurements. After this period
the proper location in Deimos' orbit is determined to allow a
Hohmann transfer to Phobos' orbit when Phobos is at the periapsis
of the new orbit. The spacecraft circularizes at Phobos and
rendezvous and co-orbit takes place as with Deimos. The AV for
this type of mission is higher by 640 mps than a comparable
Phobos landing mission. Table III-ll indicates the dual mission
payload capability for various propulsion system concepts for
launch opportunities in 1979, 1981 and 1983. The launch vehicle
in all cases is the Titan IIIE/Centaur. Both the staged orbiter
concept and the space storable concept are limited by the launch
vehicle capability whereas the payload for the 38% and 60%
growth orbiter propulsion systems are limited by the orbiter
propellant. The total payload potential can be increased
slightly if a portion is left behind in one of the earlier
stages of the mission. For example, if half of the payload
could be left co-orbiting Deimos while the rest of the spacecraft
goes on to Phobos, the total payload capability would be in-
creased by approximately 10%.
B. NAVIGATION ANALYSIS
The Phase II navigation work consisted of several studies deal-
ing with: i) the sensitivity of the baseline satellite rendez-
vous (Ref. III-l) to various mission parameters; and, 2) the
characteristics of the Earth return leg of the Phobos/Deimos
sample return mission. The material in this section of the
report is presented as results of four studies. The rendezvous
sensitivity to launch/encounter date, satellite ephemeris error,
maneuver execution error, Mars gravity error and type of navi-
gation filter are reported in Studies I and II. Studies III and
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IV deal with the Earth return part of the mission. Study III
examined the return-to-Earth AV budget including the out-of-Mars
orbit AVsTAT and the trans-Earth midcourse correction &VsTAT for
both a spin stabilized and 3-axis stabilized spacecraft. Study
IV was concerned with the placement of the final deflection ma-
neuver and the corresponding AV and entry flight path angle dis-
persions, again for both spin-stabilized and 3-axis machines.
Separate conclusion sections are presented for each study.
1. Study I: Rendezvous Dependence on Launch/Encounter (L/E) Date
A parametric study of rendezvous sensitivity to navigation
parameters which vary with L/E date was performed. These param-
eters characterize the encounter and in-orbit tracking accuracy
obtainable with the Deep Space Network (DSN). The effect of
nominal Mars orbit insertion (MOI) maneuver magnitude variation
over the L/E window was not considered. This quantity is not
expected to have a major effect on the rendezvous AVsTAT and has
no effect on the ninety-nine percentile radius of closest approach
to Phobos (R99_.
a. Assumptions and Techniques - Specific assumptions made
in this study are listed in Table 111-12. The basic idea is to
establish the likely range of variation of the encounter and in-
orbit O.D. error statistics and then to test the effect of these
variations on the rendezvous AVsTAT and R99. The maximum allow-
able la encounter control and knowledge errors for the Viking '77
and '79 L/E windows are assumed to be the maximum allowable
values for any Phobos/Deimos L/E window. Regions of the Phobos/
Deimos windows where the Mars geocentric declination (DEC) is
0°near or where the spacecraft ZAE angle is near 90 ° will have
to be avoided because they will yield unacceptable encounter dis-
persions. (These angles are defined in Figure 111-3.) The range
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of variation of the in-orbit O.D. accuracy should not be extreme
because the spacecraft is in the Mars equator and therefore the
plane-of-the-sky (POS) angle lies between 62 ° and 118 ° . (This
angle is measured between the Earth-Mars vector and the normal
to the spacecraft orbit plane.) Since the POS angle is never 0°,
in-plane degeneracy does not occur. The rendezvous on the other
hand is not sensitive to out-of-plane degeneracy (which occurs
for the DSN when POS = 90 °) because the TV system is effective in
determining the satellite out-of-plane angle. For this reason it
was deemed sufficient to assume at worst a factor of three degra-
dation in the in-orbit O.D. accuracy. This was done primarily to
explore the sensitivity of the rendezvous to this quantity. Also,
since the capture orbit O.D. accuracy is so much better than phas-
ing and observation accuracies (Table 111-13), the former will
have a negligible effect on the rendezvous compared to the latter
and hence is neglected in this study.
b. Results
i) Effect of Encounter Control and Knowledge Error Vari-
ations - Table 111-14 shows the range of variation of the lo con-
trol and knowledge B-plane encounter dispersions for Viking '77
and '79 launch years. (Note that the knowledge results are for
0°
e .... = because this is the eAl M required for Phobos/Deimos
type approach trajectories.) The maximum control and knowledge
ellipse semi-major axes are about 470 km and 300 km respectively
for both launch years. This means that increases in the baseline
control and knowledge SMAAs of about i00 km and 200 km respec-
tively should be expected over a typical Phobos/Deimos window.
The effect of these increases on the rendezvous AVsTAT and Deimos
closest approach radius (R99) is shown in Table 111-15. (A dif-
ferent sequence of random errors was used in generating these
111-24
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results than was used in Reference III-i. Hence the nominal
AVsTAT and R99 values are slightly different.) As expected, in-
creasing the encounter errors has little or no effect on R99.
The control perturbation only affects AVsTAT significantly when
it is over the i00 km level regardless of the level of the effect
of knowledge error. The knowledge perturbation on the other hand
seems to be keyed to the magnitude of the control error. For
nominal encounter control dispersions AVSTAT is relatively in-
sensitive to increases in knowledge error up to the +200 level.
In accordance with Table 111-14, the maximum AVsTAT to be expec-
ted over the L/E window (corresponding to the SMAA C + i00, SMAA K
+ 200 case in Table 111-15) is about 131.6 m/s--an increase of
about 30%. This extra AV is required to establish the observa-
tion orbit as Table 111-16 shows. This AVsTAT is for the sum of
the maneuver AVs for the MOI maneuver, the PCM (Plane Change
Maneuver), the POM (Phasing Orbit Maneuver), and the OOM<(Obser -
vation Orbit Maneuver). The intercept AVsTAT is for the sum of
the maneuver AVs for the LIM (Lambert Intercept Maneuver), the
MCCM (Midcourse Correction Maneuver), and the VMM (Velocity
Matching Maneuver). Note that the latter AVsTAT is approximately
independent of launch/encounter control and knowledge errors and
that the two orbit sequences are approximately statistically in-
dependent (i.e., the total AVsTAT is roughly the RSS of the ob-
servation orbit AVSTAT and the intercept AVsTAT).
As mentioned earlier, the range of encounter control and
knowledge dispersions found in Table 111-14 are expected only if
the Mars DEC angle and the ZAE angle are acceptable (i.e., DEC
# 0° and/or ZAE # 90o). To be able to assert, therefore, that
AVSTAT will not increase more than 30% over the L/E windows, it
is necessary to exclude these regions of the L/E space where
DEC = 0 and/or ZAE = 90 ° . Figure 111-4 shows the DEC and ZAE
III-28
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contours for Phobos/Deimos missions (represented as L/E boxes)
in '_, '81, '83, '86, '88. This figure shows that late enc_pun-
ters will have to be excluded in 1986 due to bad ZAE angles and
in 1983 due to bad DEC angles.
2) Effect of In-Orbit Knowledge Error Variation with
L/E Date - Table 111-17 shows the effect of tripling the standard
deviations of in-orbit DSN error. Note that R99 is affected con-
siderably more than AVsTAT. The increase in R99 is due to the
increased error in the satellite state relative to Mars as deter-
mined by the optical (TV) measurements. In other words, the de-
graded knowledge of the spacecraft state relative to Mars maps
directly into a proportionately degraded knowledge for the satel-
lite state relative to Mars once the satellite state is solved
for using TV sightings. These results were obtained by Monte
Carlo simulation of the baseline rendezvous (Reference III-I)
using the baseline phasing and observation orbit DSN covariance
matrices scaled by a factor of i0. The square root of the diag-
onal elements of the DSN covariance matrix, ox, Oy, oz, o_, 03 ,
o_, are also shown in Table III-17. The same DSN covariance
matrix is used for both the phasing and the observation orbit DSN
updates (Reference III-l). Since an R99 of i00 km is acceptable,
there apparently is considerable margin in the available DSN
accuracies.
c. Conclusions - Basic conclusions are presented in Table
III-18. In addition, late encounters in 1983 and 1986 must be
excluded due to DEC and ZAE angle constraints respectively.
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2. Study II: Rendezvous Sensitivities
a. Assumptions and Technique - The sensitivity of the rendez-
vous AVsTAT and R99 to the level of satellite ephemeris error,
maneuver execution error, Mars gravity error and to the type of
navigation filter was explored. This type analysis helps to iden-
tify critical mission and hardware design parameters. The base-
line rendezvous to Deimos was used as the reference mission. The
study was carried out in most cases by merely varying the error
standard deviations input to the Monte Carlo program. For the
navigation filter dependence, however, it was necessary to re-
compute the tracking accuracy covariance matrices based on the
weighted least squares filter. These matrices were then input to
the rendezvous simulation.
b. Results
i) Satellite Ephemeris Error - The Phase I study con-
sidered ephemeris error in the satellite's semi-major axis (Aa),
inclination (Ai), longitude of the ascending node (A_) and true
anomaly (ATA). These errors were modeled as uncorrelated. Since,
however, the orbital inclination and eccentricity are small, there
is in actuality a high correlation between A_ and the argument of
periapsis error, A_. For the baseline this situation was simu-
lated by using a small !_ and deleting the Aw effect. Here, the
Io and io_ are equal and a correlation of -i.0 (0m_) is assumed
between Am and A_. Results are shown in Table 111-19. (The case
descriptions are found in Table 111-20.)
The more accurate model with 0_=-i gives a slightly smaller
AVsTAT and slightly larger R99 than the baseline case. The 3_
case on the other hand is unacceptable in terms of AVsTAT increase.
Note, however, that R99 is relatively insensitive to the level of
ephemeri_ error. This is because the TV system (sighting data)
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is very effective in solving for the ephemeris. Table 111-21 is
a description of the AV breakdown for the Monte Carlo case which
yielded the largest total AV. Note that the increased ephemeris
error is detected after the OOM and its effect is removed with
the LIM and the MCCM. The pm_---i case yielded a smaller _VsTAT
because it effectively represents less ephemeris error than the
Io case due to cancellation of both Am and An errors with 1.5 °
sigmas (i.e., the baseline case was somewhat conservative in this
respect).
2) Execution Error - Table 111-22 shows the effect of
tripling the execution errors for the rendezvous maneuvers (other
than MOI). Table 111-23 contains the baseline execution error
model and Table 111-24 computes the standard deviations for the
nominal maneuvers. Both AVsTAT and R99 roughly double due to in-
creased error.
Table 111-25 contains data on the individual maneu-
vers for the five largest total AVsTAT cases (#9, #48, #42, #39,
#19) when the execution error is tripled. The corresponding io
values are shown for comparison.
Note that only the LIM, MCCM and VMM are significantly
different. Execution errors in the PCM does not affect the POM
because the former is primarily out-of-plane and the latter is
in-plane. The out-of-plane error will have to be taken out later
with the LIM, MCCM and VMM. The POM execution error causes an
error in the phasing orbit period. This period error will in-
crease the mismatch in vehicle/satellite timing at apoapsis on
the observation orbit. Also contributing to the timing error at
rendezvous is the OOM execution error which alters the period of
the observation orbit. These errors are removed by the LIM, MCCM,
and VMM maneuvers at considerable expense. The last case in Table
111-22 is for no execution error after MOI. Note the R99 is
111-36
Table 111-21 Maneuver AVs for Largest Total AV Cases
Error Model PCM P0M + 00M LIM MCCM VMM
Baseline (l_) 53.3 287.6 40.7 47.0 523.2
3 o 53.3 287.5 63.8 66.6 524.0
Pm_ " -1 62.2 289.0 34.8 18.1 521.8
Table 111-22 Effect of Execution Error
Case
Baseline:
i_ MOI, io rend.
i_ MOI, 3_ rend.
I_ MOI, 0o rend.
AVSTAT
98.3 m/s
216.5 m/s
63.L m/s
R99
20.9 km
37.8 km
21.6 km
Table 111-23 Baseline Execution Error Model
MOI:
= o a .476 °
°t B : 1.76 sec
_TA : "158°
OTHER MANEUVERS:
: (.0001 DEG)
_ : o6 (.3166) 2 + ,-7_x_--__ J
[c 2] .Ass
°tB : ['lO00" + (.O05/AV/)] - x TH_JST
OTA : .158"
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essentially what it is for the baseline (i.e. the effect of exe-
cution error on R99 is swamped by other error sources, namely the
tracking knowledge error). Table III-22 also shows that an appre-
ciable AV penalty is paid in attempting to remove the effect of
execution error (i.e., 35 m/s).
When all in-orbit maneuver execution errors are set to zero
except for the burn time error, AVsTAT is 217.4 m/s and R99 is
26.4 km. Comparing these results with Table III-22 implies that
the burn time error is by far the most important of the 4 execu-
tion errors, and as already noted, execution error does not have
a prominent effect on R99. Specifically the burn time error
arises from the .5% AV scale factor uncertainty.
3) Mars Gravity Error - As Table III-26 shows, the ren-
dezvous is insensitive to uncertainty in the Mars gravity central
potential constant, _MARS"
Table 111-26 Rendezvous Sensitivity
R99AVsTAT
O. km3/sec 2 98.2 m/s 20.9 km
(nominal) 2
.z km_/sec 9_.3 m/s 20.9 km
I0. km3/sec 2 108.9 m/s 25.0 km
This error affects the propagation of all Mars centered state
vectors. In particular, though, it does not degrade the rendez-
vous AVSTAT or R99 because it will not affect the accuracy of
the relative vehicle/satellite state when the two are in similar
orbits.
III-39
4) Choice of Navigation Filter - The "Kalman/Schmidt
(K/S) optimal consider filter" used for the baseline analysis is
a sequential filter which utilizes the presumed known statistics
of systematic error parameters in the filtering process. It also
down weights (i.e., increases) the state covariance matrix when
the state is propagated from measurement to measurement in the
presence of dynamic uncertainty. A less optimistic filter util-
izes a weighted least squares (WLS) "fit" to a data arc. It does
not presume to know the statistics of any systematic error param-
eters. An error analysis of this type of filter produces a state
covariance matrix which considers the operation of the filter in
the presence of unknown systematic errors. The resultant state
covariance matrix for the WLS filter will be "larger" than the
K/S covariance matrix (i.e., the WLS estimate is likely to be
more in error than the K/S estimate). Table III-27 shows the
resultant vehicle and satellite standard deviations for the K/S
and the WLS filters with and without _MARS and TV angle biases.
Note that when biases are not present the K/S and WLS filters
give comparable results but that when biases are present, the K/S
filter can minimize their effect--if the "actual" bias error sta-
tistics are known. (These data are for the first TV tracking
arc.) Table III-28 presents the relative state error standard
d_viations. The effect of these different filters (or errors)
on the rendezvous is shown in Table III-29. Obviously from this
data, the choice of navigation filter is critical to mission
feasibility.
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Table 111-29 Rendezvous Dependence on Filter Type
Kalman/Schmidt Weighted Least Squares
AVSTAT 98.3 m/s 234.4 m/s
R99 18.0 km 656.6 km
c. Conclusions - The feasibility of this rendezvous mission
depends on the use of the Kalman/Schmidt filter when only the sa-
tellite and vehicle states are solved-for. The weighted least
squares filter suffices only if all the biases are solved-for.
If the level of a priori satellite ephemeris error increases it
will affect AVsTAT only since the filter reduces the uncertainty
to a low value. The additional AV is expended in the LIM, MCCM,
and VMM once the ephemeris has been determined. It is important
therefore, that sightings on the moons be made during the Mars
approach phase of the mission. The rendezvous AVsTAT is also
very sensitive to the maneuver execution scale factor error. This
uncertainty is manifested in burn time error. Both execution
error and ephemeris error affect the rendezvous by perturbing the
observation orbit timing or phasing (i.e., the satellite is not
at the vehicle apoapsis after 2½ revolutions in the observation
orbit). Mars gravity uncertainties should have a negligible
effect on the ...._......... _=_nn.
3. Study III: Return-to-Earth AV Budget - Spin vs Three-Axis
a. Assumptions and Techniques - The return-to-Earth AVsTAT
budget consists of the AVsTAT requirement for trimming the satel-
lite stationkeeping orbit prior to trans-Earth injection (TEI)
and for performing trans-Earth midcourse corrections (MCCs). The
out-of-orbit AVsTAT was hand computed assuming the following
maneuver sequence:
III-42
i) Raise apoapsis (to 95000 km) at the appropriate place
on the circular stationkeeping orbit so that the angle
between the line-of-apsides and the outgoing VHE vec-
tor is the required Mars departure turning angle
_VAp O _ 746 m/s).
2) Perform a maneuver at apoapsis which rotates the
orbit plane (_i0 °) around the line of apsides so as
to contain the out-going VHE vector _Vpc _35 m/s).
3) Lower periapsis to 1500 km for a more efficient TEl
maneuver by maneuvering at apoapsis ( AVpE R _ 75 m/s).
4) Perform theTEl burn at periapsis (AVTE I _ 766 m/s).
Only Viking system execution errors and in-orbit knowledge
errors were assumed in computing the out-of-orbit AVsTAT (these
are found in Table 111-30). The total AV excursion due to 3 G
execution errors and knowledge errors was defined to be the
AVsTAT
The AV budget for the MCCs is taken to be the sum of the
individual mean MCC _V magnitudes and the 3_ standard deviations.
Three MCCs were scheduled for the return leg. Their AV magnitudes
depend on the TEl and MCC execution errors (either spin or 3-axis)
and DSN in-orbit and trans-Earth knowledge error.
Assumptions for the return to Earth midcourse AV analysis
are summarized in Table 111-30. Two vehicular systems, spin sta-
bilized and 3-axis, were examined to determine the feasibility of
each. The mission was simulated by running STEAP (Reference 111-2)
error analysis assuming midcourse corrections at i0, 210, and 300
days for the spin stabilized and 3-axis vehicles. Results for 2-
variable and 3-variable B-plane targeting strategies were com-
pared for the MCCs. The 2-variable B-plane policy involves cal-
culation of B'T, B'R, and minimization of /AV/ in order to deter-
mine the three AV components. With the 3-variable B-plane policy,
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a time condition t is specified where t is the time the vehicle
intersects the B-plane. In conjunction with B "T and B.R, the
solution for AV can be reached. A study was conducted to compare
these two targeting strategies at 5, i0, and 15 days past TEl with
the diagonal control covariance (i00, i00, i00, 10 -4, 10 -4 , 10 -4 )
to determine the optimum time of the first MCC. The results are
presented below.
MCC Time
(TEl + days)
5
I0
15
Expected _V
2-Var B-Plane 3-Var B-Plane
46.5 m/sec
41.7 m/sec
42.7 m/sec
68.0 m/sec
53.6 m/sec
55.4 m/sec
o AV
2-Var B-Plane
31.6 m/sec
20.8 m/sec
21.5 m/sec
3-Vat B-Plane
45.1 m/sec
21.6 m/sec
22.6 m/sec
Since considerable savings are obtained with the 2-
variable B-plane strategy, it was employed for all the MCC studies
The smallest /AV/ occurred at TEl + i0 days. Consequently, the
first MCC was performed at this time.
b. Results - The out-of-orbit AVsTAT was estimated under the
assumption that the 3o scale factor execution error and DSN knowl-
edge errors are dominant error sources. These errors can produce
30 velocity magnitude error of 12 m/s in AVAp O. The error in
AVAp O may yield a lower apoapsis altitude which in turn will in-
crease the plane change maneuver (AVpc) by --2 m/s. A 3_ knowl-
edge error (-_3 m/s) at the time of the AVpE R maneuver may produce
a higher than desired periapsis altitude and thereby require AVTE I
to increase by _15 m/s. Also, the AVTE I maneuver may have a 30
overburn of _-12 m/s due to the 1.5% scale factor error. These
AV errors directly add to produce a AVSTAT of --40 m/s.
The execution errors of each vehicle for the midcourse
corrections are presented in Table 111-30. The initial control
111-45
covariance matrix of velocity component errors was generated
based on TEl execution errors (Table 111-30). Three different
levels of pointing angle error were assumed (Table 111-31) while
resolution and scale factor errors were the same. QCOMP* was
employed to calculate the velocity errors presented in Table
111-31. Input to this program includes AVTEI, , and the execu-
tion errors for resolution, scale factor, and pointing angles.
Since the velocity dispersions are proportional to the pointing
errors, the pointing angle error is the major TEl error source.
The "effective" means and variances of the AV magnitudes at
each midcourse correction are presented in Table 111-32. The
AV components at a MCC cannot be calculated directly because the
MCCs are treated in an ensemble sense by STEAP error analysis.
Consequently, the "effective" mean is the expected value of /AV/.
This mean and the "effective" variance are functions of the
knowledge and control covariance matrices. (For further infor-
mation refer to Reference III-i.) The total AV is the sum of the
mean /AV/ and 3G, which is 68.09 m/sec and 23.62 m/sec for spin
stabilized and 3-axis vehicles, respectively. The factor of 3_
in AV arises from the original factor of 3 in the post-TEl con-
trol velocity dispersions, i.e., it takes 3 times as much fuel
to remove 3 times as much control dispersion. The i_ B-plane
control u±_=_o_,,_...... _B-T an__ _B.R' are _iven before and after
the MCC. After the last MCC, these quantities are comparable
for both vehicle types implying the spinning vehicle affords
the same quality of trajectory control.
* QCOMP: refer to STEAP
** trans-Earth injection
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c. Conclusions - The out-of-orbit AVsTAT is about 40 m/s
whether spin or 3-axis stabilized because it is due primarily to
accelerometer scale factor error and in-orbit knowledge uncer-
tainty. The MCC budgets for the spin and 3-axis systems differ
primarily because of the size of the first MCC (-_61 m/s for the
spin system as opposed to --21 m/s for the 3-axis). The factor
of 3 difference is due to a factor of 3 larger post-TEl velocity
dispersion which in turn is produced by a factor of 3 larger TEl
pointing misalignment error. The two vehicular stabilization
systems, however, yield about the same statistics of actual tra-
jectory dispersions (i.e., control) after the series of MCCs.
4. Study IV: Earth Entry, Deflection AV - Spin vs Three-Axis
a. Assumptions and Technique - As the vehicle approaches
Earth it is approximately on a hyperbolic trajectory. At some
point past the Earth sphere of influence, it is necessary to
perform an in-plane minimum AV deflection maneuver that is tar-
geted to achieve a flight path angle of -7.25 ° at entry inter-
face (400,000 ft). It is assumed that the deflection errors are
equal to the MCC execution errors and that a DSN update occurs
immediately prior to the deflection maneuver where the update is
based on coherent doppler data taken 30 days prior to the de-
flection time. The optimum deflection time for each vehicle
type was selected by a parametric study involving candidate de-
flection times at .5, 1.0, 1.5, and 2.0 days past the Earth
sphere of influence. To obtain the knowledge and control co-
variance matrices, guidance events were called for in the STEAP
error analysis runs at the deflection times. The io knowledge
and control dispersions are presented in Table 111-33. ENTRY2
(Reference 111-3) was then employed to determine flight path
angle (¥) and /AV/ dispersions at the four deflection times and
to determine the optimum deflection time.
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a. Results - The data in Table 111-34 are presented as 99.6% ¥
and /AV/ dispersions which are approximately 3G values (99.8% dis-
persion). Histograms representing the number of sigmas vs the num-
ber of samples for flight path angle and AV magnitude were calcu-
lated at each deflection time. The 99.6% dispersions were calcu-
lated by utilizing these histograms and the actual sample standard
deviations. For example, take the spin stabilized vehicle at SO1 +
.5 days (Figures 111-5 and 111-6 are the required histograms). The
sample standard deviations were:
= .33 °
°/AV/ = 9.1 m/sec
From the first graph (Figure 111-5) 99.6% of the sample disper-
sions lie within ±3 and the 99.6% ¥ dispersion is .99 ° . For
°/AV/' 99.6% of the samples lie within ±.46_ (Figure 111-6).
Thus the 99.6% /AV/ dispersion is .46 (9.1) = 4.2 m/sec. Large
sample standard deviations resulted from one or two outliers in
the data.
As the deflection time approaches encounter, the y dis-
persion decreases because the errors have a shorter time to propa-
gate. The /AV/ dispersion increases, however, as more AV is
needed to change the trajectory when the velocity on the approach
orbit increases towards encounter.
From Table 111-34 it can be seen that SO1 + 1.5 days is
the optimal deflection time where the total AV is 14.5 m/sec and
the maximum expected dispersion is ±.5 ° .
Even though the spin stabilization system has larger exe-
cution uncertainties than the 3-axis vehicle, the results of the
99.6% y and /AV/ dispersions are essentially equal. Data com-
puted at SO1 + 1.5 days with the pointing angle errors set equal
to 0 further demonstrate that pointing angle errors are not
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significant in determining O/AV/ and Oy. The reason is the
small ratio of deflection AV to vehicle velocity. The following
diagram demonstrates this ratio and the effect of the angle error.
I /AV
V
V
The resultant velocity angle error 6x, due to a AV poin-
ting error 60, is equal to
AV - AV cos60 AV (60) 2
V' V'2
The velocity magnitude is approximately 4000 m/sec and /AV/ is
about 6 m/sec. Then the ratio
AV 6 -3
- - 1.5 x i0
V 4000
Equation 1 for 1.5 ° pointing angle error becomes
1.5 x 10-3 11.5 _2
x15--7--J " ½_4.8 x 10 -7 rad_2.74 x 10 -5 deg.
Consequently, the resultant angle error is small and has little
effect on o/AV/ and o .Y
c. Conclusions - Table III-35 gives the total return to
Earth AVsTAT budget, where total AV equals 123 m/sec and 79 m/sec
for spin stabilized and 3-axis vehicles, respectively.
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IV. Phobos/Deimos Phase II -
ConceptTrade Studies
IV-I
IV. PHOBOS/DEIMOS PHASE II - CONCEPT TRADE STUDIES
The sample return mission is unique in many dimensions, but
most notable is the requirement that an Earth return spacecraft
perform after up to two years "storage" in an interplanetary
and orbital environments. The trade studies aimed at defini-
tion of candidate return vehicle concepts at compatible
weights and minimum potential cost utilizing low risk tech-
nologies constituted a major proportion of the study effort
during this phase.
The objective and result of this effort was to establish
relative cost, performance and development risk estimates for
a number of alternative mission concepts and to select a "base-
line concept" for further definition. The result of the trade
studies leading to mission concept rankings are reported in the
following paragraphs. In concert with the scope of this study,
and since numerous options exist for potential sample return
missions, a simple evaluation model was employed to allow an
understanding of the wide range of alternatives possible.
The model (described below) utilized the dimensions of cost,
performance risk and development risk on an equal weight basis
to define an overall comparative score. In order to maintain
high emphasis on generation of the best possible cost estimates,
a space program cost model, developed for NASA by Planning
Research Corporation, was employed. This model was updated by
procedures used in the cost estimating organization within
Martin Marietta derived from direct involvement in a number of
current space programs.
IV-2
A. TRADE STUDY GROUND RULES AND GUIDELINES
Groundrules and guidelines jointly established by NASA and
the contracto_ allowed an overall comparative analysis within
the scope of this study. Maximum use of Phase I launch vehicles
and Phobos/Deimos orbit delivery vehicles allowed concentrated
definition of return spacecraft during this phase. Potential
mission elements defined in Phase I are summarized below:
Launch Systems: Titan IIIE/Centaur
Titan IIIC
Titan IIIE (7) Centaur
Shuttle/Centaur
Satellite Delivery Systems: 38% Stretch Viking Orbiter
60% Stretch Viking Orbiter
Staged Viking Orbiter
Space Storable Propellant
Viking Orbiter
Satellite Landing Mode: Landed Orbiter
Separable Lander
Definition of Earth return spacecraft considered only proven
or currently identified technologies in order that the lowest
cost and risk candidates evolve for consideration.
The baseline launch opportunity was 1981 with considerations
of 1979 and 1983 to be performed at a lesser depth.
The basic trans-Mars and Mars orbiting vehicle is the Viking
Orbiter modified for the Phobos/Deimos missions.
Sample acquisition, handling, processing, and stowage equip-
ment is defined to sufficient level to derive weight, volume,
and power estimates. No detailed design trades on this subsystem
were required.
Sterilization requirements were relaxed for both the satel-
lite landing missions and Earth recovery which is direct entry
with water recovery.
IV-3
B. EARTH RETURN VEHICLE DEFINITION
Return vehicle definitions were accomplished drawing on
technologies from current and recent space programs employing
both three axis stabilized and spin stabilized spacecraft. The
pacing constraint for a Phabos/Deimos sample return mission is
the high energy of a round trip to Mars, in light of the pay-
load capability of existing launch vehicles and spacecraft
propulsion systems. This implies a weight allocation for a
return spacecraft considerably less than that available Mariner
class interplanetary spacecraft and points toward adding the
required propulsion capability to the lightweight "flyby"
spacecraft.
Interplanetary spacecraft were surveyed, and subsystem
technologies screened for applicability to the Phobos/Deimos
sample return mission. Major considerations in the return
spacecraft system definition were:
a) Attitude stabilization concept:
three axis vs spin stabilized
b) Navigation strategy:
planar vs broken plane
coherent doppler vs doppler, plus two-way ranging
TV imaging for orbital corrections
Structure, propulsion, thermal control and
communication.
The survey of a subsystem technologies produced a compendium
of proven candidates for a sample return spacecraft. A typical
summary of guidance and control and navigation sensors is in-
dicated in Table IV -i.
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Interplanetary spacecraft with application to Phobos/_eimos
sample return are the Pioneer, Mariner, and Planetary Explorer
series (e.g., the Venus Pioneer which is planned for operation
in 1977). Definition trades resulted in two candidates each
for the 3-axis and spin stabilized configurations. Navigation
tracking is by coherent doppler in each case with telecommunica-
tions for engineering and navigation data relay only.
Mariner type spacecraft were the only 3-axis stabilized
systems functionally meeting the Earth return requirements.
The Mariner, however, required significant redesign of structur-
al, power, communications, science, and data handling subsystems
to meet the weight requirements. The Mariner does provide a
proven platform at a relatively heavy weight.
The Pioneer series (spin stabilized) offer lightweight
vehicles but when configured to provide orbital escape,
navigation and propulsion capabilities, appear very similar to
the currently identified Planetary Explorer/Venus Pionner. For
this reason the spin-stable spacecraft will be referred to in
this study as derivations of the Planetary Explorer. The func-
tional capability of the Planetary Explorer closely matches
Phobos/Deimos sample return mission requirements. Required
modifications for a minimum change version were liquid primary
propulsion to replace existing solid propulsion, thermal control
modified for an outer planet mission, antenna changes for Mars
distances and structural changes to accommodate liquid propul-
sion and the entry module.
An adaptation of Mariner '71 and Planetary Explorer with
minimum changes represent a current 3-axis and a spin-stable
vehicle for comparative evaluation. Neither, however, are
IV-6
optimized for the Phobos/Deimosapplication but represent con-
figuration of less potential development risk and cost. The
Mariner spacecraft is about twice the weight of Pioneer for
the samemission, which in somemission years generates signi-
ficant impact on propulsion and launch vehicle requirements.
Another version of the Planetary Explorer was then deferred,
requiring more changes than the minimummodifications listed
above. This version, better optimized for this mission but still
incorporating existing or planned subsystemdesigns, presented
the lightest weight candidate for evaluation. As a competitor
for this lighweight modified Planetary Explorer vehicle in the
evaluation process, we also defined a new, minimumweight, 3-
axis stabilized vehicle using later state of the art technology
than the Mariner series. The characteristics of these candidate
earth return vehicles are summarizedin Table IV -2.
Table IV-2
Planetary Explorer
(Minimum Changes)
Earth Return Vehicle Trade Results
Attitude Current
Weight Stabili- Development
Realm zation State
633 Spin Under
Development
Mariner
(Changes as Required)
1300 3-Axis Developed
Modified Planetary Explorer
(Changes as Required
410 Spin
New 3-Axis Stable Module
(Configure as Required)
450 3-Axis
IV-7
A preliminary design of an earth entry module was performed
to establish weight, volume, sample accommodation properties
of a module optimized for sample return. The module, described
in Section V, is capable of Earth entry at up to 42,000 ft/sec.
It was found that a 5 kg sample could be contained within a
40-1b module, and a 2 kg sample within a 33-Ib container.
C. SAMPLE RETURN MISSION INTEGRATION
The earth return vehicle candidates required integration
into a complete sample return mission. Mission operations and
hardware requirements for trans-Mars through satellite landing
are essentially those defined in the Phase I study. Added to
the sample return mission are revised surface science operations,
the earth return vehicle and the earth entry module. Space
storable propellants were considered as an alternative concept
since they were required to deliver some of the mission candidates.
Table IV -3 summarizes the required orbiter types for each can-
didate earth return vehicle for the launch years of interest.
The "landed orbiter" is a Viking Orbiter spacecraft modified
for satellite landing in the fractional gravity environment.
The separable lander is derived from landing capsule of Study
Phase I modified to house the return spacecraft. The lander
communicates to Earth through the return spacecraft systems.
The "round trip control module" concept indicates the
potential increase in performance efficiency possible by utiliz-
ing a return spacecraft optimized for sample return and propul-
sion modules which are staged as their function is completed.
only the lightweight three-axis stabilized module is adaptable
to this configuration due to the difficulty of spin stabilizing
IV -8
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the large propellant masses required for the interplanetary and
Mars orbit insertion mission phases. This configuration offers
the most desirable engineering solution at some deviation from
initial groundrules by incorporating a completely new config-
uration of proven technologies.
The Titan IIIE/Centaur launch vehicle is the minimum launch
vehicle for any element of the candidate matrix except the
Mariner Separate Lander mission in 1983 which requires a larger
launch vehicle (7 segment Titan for example).
The propulsion requirement versus sample return mission
concept matrix provides initial comparative relationships with
respect to the ultimate selection of a baseline mission. 1981
was specified as the baseline opportunity for the study. In
this year, all separable lander configurations require staged
V.O. propulsion except the Mariner which requires the use of
space storable propellants. On the other hand, either of the
spin-established candidates or the newly configured three-axis
module can be accomplished with the 38% stretch landed orbiter
configuration. From a weight and performance point of view
many configurations are possible employing either a separate
lander or landed orbiter in 1979 with Earth storable propellant.
Any of the candidates requiring space storable propellants
can be accomplished on a larger launch vehicle utilizing Earth
storable propellant. However, this would require development
of a new propulsion module with a larger propellant capacity
than one that could reasonably be called a modified Viking Orbiter.
IV-lO
D. MISSION EVALUATIONS
The evaluation model used to compare mission candidates was
based on the dimensions of cost, development risk and performance
risk.
Relative cost is derived from the Planning Research Corp-
oration (PRC) model augmented by Martin Marietta data from the
Viking program and other current space programs. The PRC
model provides a cost indication derived from a comprehensive
survey of space programs and is entered on the basis of sub-
system weights.
Development and performance risk, based on qualitative
judgements by experienced engineers, are assigned integral
values on a scale from i through 4 where a one is "most desirable".
A "I" on the scale for development risk indicates the least
number of elements or new technology applications. A "i" on
the scale for relative performance risk indicates that the
least number of key mission functions must be accomplished
successfully in sequence for overall mission success.
The normalized average is obtained by totaling all three
dimension indicators (Relative Cost + Relative Development Risk
+ Relative Performance Cost) and dividing this total by the
minimum total.
Summarized in Table IV -4 are the results of the overall
cost and risk evaluation. The following addresses significant
interrelationships within the matrix and conclusions leading
to candidate rankings:
a) A 38% propellant stretch causes considerably less
structural and thermal impact to the Viking Orbiter than the
60% stretch. The 38% stretch is accomplished by increasing the
size of the present tank configuration whereas the 60% stretch
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requires a new four tank configuration with supporting structure.
The four tank configuration, however, lends better dynamic
stability (lower c.g.) for the landed orbiter mode than the
higher two tank 38% stretch orbiter.
b) A modified Planetary Explorer (new structure, power,
thermal, propulsion) could be accomplished at less risk than a
new three-axis stable module since such a vehicle is a completely
new configuration composed of s mix of Mariner, Lunar Orbier
and Planetary E_plorer subsystems.
c) A space storable propellant system represents in-
creased development and performance risk because of the early
state of development of that technology. If space storables
were developed by the time frame of s.....pie _eturn mission, cost
and risk factors associated with their application could be re-
duced considerably. Incorporation of space storables in a
Viking Orbiter causes considerable structural and thermal impact.
d) In considering a separable lander vs a landed orbiter,
the relevant tradeoff is between increased complexity of in-
tegrating a lander systems and the increased risk of modifying
a vehicle intended as an orbiter for a lander mission.
The overall evaluation indicates that _Jhile a Planetary
E_plorer with minimal change could be developed at lower cost
than the P.E. optimized for the Phobos/Deimos mission, the
minimim change P.E. requires a 60% propellant stretch in 198],
resulting in impact to Viking Orbiter structure and thermal
control subsystems.
With respect to cost alone there is close competition among
alternatives. The modified P.E., the new three-axis module, and
the round trip control module on landed orbiters are all rela-
tively equal in cost. The Mariner cost, while now handicapped
IV-13
by the high development cost of the space storable propulsion
would also be highly cost competitive should space storables
be fully developed in time for a sample return mission.
Viewing the matrix with overall assessments applied, several
relationships are evident:
a) All separable lander missions present greater (less
desirable) indicators than the landed orbiter missions. Lander
missions, however, provide greater potential flexibility and
science return since the orbiter could be used for other science
or support functions.
b) The Mariner type return spacecraft _1ould be highly
competitive should space storables become fully developed.
c) The round trip module (drop-off propulsion) offers
outstanding flexibility at small propulsion impact over the
basic Viking Orbiter over all three opportunities (1979, 1981,
and 1983) with an overall indicator less than most separable
lander missions.
d) A separable lander mission involving a modified
Planetary Explorer spacecraft or a new three-axis stabilized
configuration offers a flexible mission at less than 50% increased
cost with valuable science return even allowing an unsuccess-
ful sample return.
Evident, then, from such an evaluation is one mission
appearing definitely more desirable, with much competition and
many desirable features between several alternatives. The over-
all matrix can be reduced to four basic categories which are
summarized in Table IV -5.
The modified Planetary Explorer carried by a landed Viking
Oribiter with a 38% propellant increase is the selected "most
IV-14
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desirable" mission from the tradeoff evaluation. The newly
configured lightweight three-axis stabilized vehicle can be
substituted for the modified Planetary Explorer at a small in-
crease in development risk.
The preferred alternate mission uses the new three-axis
stabilized control module to control the spacecraft for the
entire three year mission, dropping propulsion modules as they
are used. This configuration offers great flexibility over all
launch opportunities studied.
Alternates include a modified Planetary Explorer landed on
the satellite by a separate lander capsule, and a Mariner type
spacecraft utilizing space storable propellants. The lander
mission provides flexibility since the orbiter can continue
science studies following lander support, and the Mariner type
platform offers proven subsystem technologies.
Descriptions of the study baseline follows in more detail
in Chapter V.
The cost analysis performed in order to evaluate alternative
configurations for the baseline sample return year of 1981 in-
cluded, in addition, analyses for 1979 and 1983. In all cost
studies the primary model was the Planning Research Corporation
model augmented by in-house current data. A high Q_........ u_
confidence is possible for relative cost indicators. Cost
values are presented in a normalized fashion since a absolute
value is beyond the scope of this study. Absolute cost estimates
for the baseline sample return program are included in Section VII
of this report. Included in Table IV -6 are the results of the
cost comparison by year. These data were again normalized to
the minimum of the total set. Delta costs over launch opportun-
ities are primarily attributable to increased Mars braking
IV-16
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propulsion and its impact on orbiter structures.
A trade study performed to establish sensitivity of cost
and weight to the propulsion system options (defined in study
Phase I and used for the sample return studies) is summarized in
Table IV -7.
The significant increase with the 60% propellant stretch is
due to the relatively great structural and thermal impact of the
four tank configuration. The notable increased cost of space
storables includes a high development cost which could be un-
necessary by the time frame of a Phobos/Deimose sample return
mission. The staged propulsion module would cause very little
modification to basic Viking Orbiter structure other than to
provide mounting interface for staging. Staging technology is
well established resulting in a relatively low risk function.
Space storable propellants and engine occupies about the same
volume as the basic Viking Orbiter propulsion system and re-
quires modified structure and thermal protection for the pro-
pellant high density and low temperature. NASA is currently
funding development of space storable propellant systems.
The baseline identified for this study following the over-
all trade evaluations is a modified Planetary Explorer return
vehicle attached to a modified Viking Orbiter with a 38%
propellant increase over the 1971 Viking Orbiter. The base-
line and alternate configurations are discussed in detail in
Chapter V.
Trade studies showed that a newly configured three-axis
stabilized vehicle of proven subsystems would be about the same
weight as the modified Planetary Explorer, this return vehicle
type is therefore carried as a very desirable alternate base-
line with a slightly increased developmental risk.
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V. SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
A. SYSTEM OVERVIEW
This section presents the overview of the baseline and alter-
nate spacecraft designs and briefly discusses the system level
trades that were conducted that allowed us to select the recom-
mended configurations. Details of the individual subsystems are
presented in the remaining sections of this Chapter.
In selecting a baseline sample return mission configuration
the major trade elements that were considered and analyzed are
summarized below:
Launch Systems: Titan IIIC
Titan lllE/Centaur
Titan lllE(7)/Centaur
Shuttle/Centaur
Satellite Delivery Systems:
38% Stretch Viking Orbiter
60% Stretch Viking Orbiter
Staged Viking Orbiter
Space Storable Propellant Viking Orbiter
Propulsion Module with Round Trip Control
Module
Satellite Landing:
Landed Orbiter
Separable Lander
Earth Return Vehicles:
Modified Planetary Explorer
New Three-Axis Stabilized Vehicle
Mariner Derivative
Round Trip Control Module
V-2
The general objective was to find a baseline configuration that
would require minimumcost but would also minimize development
risk by using hardware and technology proven on other programs.
Results of the system level trades discussed in Chapter IV
allowed us to define two attractive configurations. The modified
Planetary Explorer delivered to the Martian moonsby a landed
Viking Orbiter with a 38%propellant increase is the recommended
baseline configuration. The newly configured (Phase II study
effort) lightweight (197 kg) three-axis stabilized vehicle can
be substituted for the modified Planetary Explorer at :_ small
increase in development risk.
The alternate configuration employs the new three-axis
stabilized control module to control the spacecraft for the en-
tire three year mission, jettisoning the satellite delivery
system propulsion module just prior to the final closure and
touchdownmaneuver.
Twoother configurations were also carried into the conceptual
design phase. These included a modified Planetary Explorer landed
on the satellite by a separable lander capsule, and a Mariner-
type spacecraft utilizing space storable propellants. The lander
mission concept provides greater mission flexibility since the
orbiter can continue science studies after deploying the lander,
while the Mariner-type concept offers proven subsystem
technologies.
I. Selected Baseline Configuration
The 3159 kg baseline Phobos/Deimos sample return spacecraft
is shown in Figure V-I. The orbiter/launch vehicle adapter truss,
which is identical to the Viking '75 adapter'truss supports the
Phobos/Deimos spacecraft at four symmetrical points and is attach-
ed to the modified Viking Orbiter with ordnance operated bolts
and springs. This forms the Phobos/Deimos spacecraft launch
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vehicle separation plane. E_e earth return module is attached
to the modified orbiter by means of a newly designed truss. The
forward end of the truss attaches to the lander at four symmetri-
cally located points. The aft end of the truss attaches to the
orbiter, also at four symmetrical points, mating with the same
attachments on the orbiter as is presently utilized for the base-
line Viking '75 mission. Separation of the earth return vehicle
from the orbiter is provided at the earth return vehicle inter-
face by ordnance actuated bolts and springs. The truss remains
with the orbiter after the earth return module is deployed on its
return trip to earth. The orbiter dry weight is 972 kg (2144
pounds). Useable propellant required for the mission weighs
1928 kg (4250 pounds). Total loaded weight of the orbiter is
2900 kgs (6395 pounds). The modified Planetary Explorer earth
return vehicle weighs 197 kg (435 pounds). Performance allocated
weight is 259 kgs (570 pounds). Total injected payload weight
at launch including mission peculiar items is 3374 kgs (7440
pounds).
a. Modified Orbiter Description - The orbiter configuration
is essentially the same as the Viking '75 Orbiter with some
modifications required to meet the Phobos/Deimos sample
return mission and to adapt it to a lander role. Some of the
most important changes are:
i) addition of four landing legs. Solar panels con-
sisting of a gross area of 14.85 square meters
(160 square feet) are integrated with the landing
legs;
2) propulsion system growth (38%) to accommodate 1928
kg of propellants;
3) addition of a rendezvous radar to assist in landing
operations;
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4) thermal control modifications to handle the cruise
and landed phases of the mission;
5) addition df an integrated sampling subsystem;
6) modification of the scan platform to handle Phobos/
Deimos mission related science complement.
The landed orbiter science system provides for the acquisi-
tion and documentation of surface and subsurface samples. The
basic system consists of a dust collector and small impactor-
type drill on a furlable boom, a soil transfer unit, twin
facsimile cameras to provide high resolution imaging, and an
X-ray fluorescent-type sample analysis unit. Further relative
position of the sample site is documented by noting the furlable
boom gimbal angles and extension.
The modified orbiter telecommunications subsystem consists of
the existing Viking '75 Orbiter S-band communications subsystem
composed of the Mariner class S-band transponder with redundant
20 watt TWTAs, an articulated high gain 58 inch parabolic antenna
and a low gain cavity backed cross slot antenna for command
reception. The UHF relay link is deleted.
The modified orbiter power subsystem consists of the same
solar panels and battery complement as used on the basic Viking
'75 Orbiter. The solar panels instead of being mounted to the
bus in a fan-like array are now integrated with the landed
orbiter's four landing legs. Total panel gross area is the same
as Viking '75, 14.85 square meters (160 square feet).
The only guidance and control subsystem hardware modification
is the addition of the rendezvous radar which is identical to that
used for the Phase I study.
Three axis stabilization for the modified Phobos/Deimos
orbiter is provided by a dual redundant nitrogen cold gas reac-
tion control system of the type used on the Mariner and Viking
Orbiter vehicles. An increase in gas capacity of 0.3 kg is required.
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The modified orbiter's primary propulsion system is identical
to the Viking system except for the size of the propellant tanks
and pressurant sphere. In order to handle the additional pro-
pellant (1928 kgs) the two main propellant tanks are increased
12.7 cm in length and 12.7 em in diameter. The diameter of the
pressurant tank was also increased by 7.6 cm.
The thermal control required to cope with the widely different
thermal requirements during landed operations as compared to
cruise was achieved by modifications to the Viking Orbiter tem-
perature control louver system. Two sets of louvers were
provided: (i) Viking Orbiter types, mounted on the sides of
the equipment compartment, which are operational during cruise
only, being de-activated on the surface by the use of flip
covers; and (2) Sun -oriented types (covered with OSR), which
function throughout the orbiter mission.
With the exception of the subsystems described in the fore-
going discussion, all other Viking Orbiter subsystems can be
used as they are presently conceived.
b. Modified Planetary Explorer Earth Return Vehicle - The
modified planetary explorer earth return vehicle consists of a
12-sided right circular cylinder with a fixed body mounted solar
array. The overall structural configuration has been changed to
provide proper dynamic stability for sample return missions.
The basic Planetary Explorer's communication and guidance and
control subsystems are retained.
A liquid bipropellant main propulsion system has been sub-
stituted for the Planetary Explorer's solid propellant system.
This system is functionally a pressure-fed multi-start, fixed
thrust, storable bipropellant utilizing as propellants nitrogen
tetroxide (N204) and Aerozine 50 (50% N2H4/50% C2N2H 8) at a
weight mixture ratio of 1:60.
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The attitude control system for the modified planetary ex-
plorer earth return vehicle is the monopropellant blow-down
type and utilizes hydrazine propellant for precession and spin
rate control.
The principal modifications to the Planetary Explorer in the
thermal control area are the reduction in the required heat re-
jection (louver) area, as compared to the Venus missions, and
the addition of a i0 watt radioisotope heater to compensate for
the very minimal internal heat dissipation available during
surface operations.
Body mounted _olar cells (3.7 square meters) are distributed
over an angular surface to provide optimum orientation for sample
return. Voltage is maintained near Earth by series parallel
switching logic. No batteries are required. The spacecraft
will automatically maintain attitude stabilization during Sun
occultations.
The earth entry module is an Apollo shaped vehicle that is
stored within the modified planetary explorer just below the
fixed high-gain S-band antenna. This antenna is jettisoned just
prior to release of the earth entry module containing the sample.
The earth entry module is designed to survive the loads imposed
during Earth entry and impact. The capsule as designed can
.... _ ..... + ...... lnr_t_ up to 12 8 km/sec A parachute is
deployed as soon as the velocity is subsonic. Electronic track-
ing aids are provided to accomplish recovery of the capsule.
2. Alternate Configuration
The alternate configuration is shown in Figure V-2. The
total spacecraft loaded weight is 2286 kgs. The orbiter/launch
vehicle adapter truss, which is identical to the Viking '75
adapter truss supports the alternate Phobos/Deimos sample return
spacecraft at four symmetrical points and is attached to an
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adapter ring with ordnance operated bolts and springs. The
adapter ring is substituted for the Viking Orbiter octagon bus
structure since only the Viking Orbiter propulsion system is
utilized for this concept.
The alternate configuration consists of an integrated three-
axis stabilized control module/lander with a propulsion module
which is jettisoned prior to final closure and touchdown. The
subsystems contained in the earth return vehicle function through-
out the mission.
The earth return vehicle (control module) is a new lightweight
three-axis stabilized vehicle composed of proven or currently
identified interplanetary spacecraft subsystems.
The integrated lander module which evolved from the Phase I
lander/rover, houses the communications (20 watt TWTAs), tape
recorders, and approach navigation TV cameras. The articulated
30 inch parabolic high-gain antenna is loacted on the earth
return vehicle.
The propulsion module which is jettisoned prior to final
closure and touchdown is the basic Viking '75 propulsion system.
Terminal descent is provided by an added hydrazine propulsion
system.
The new three-axis stabilized earth return vehicle is com-
posed of subsystems and techniques which are currently identified
or have been previously proven in space programs. Main propul-
sion is a bipropellant type; attitude control utilizes cold gas.
Articulated solar panels maintain solar orientation. A small
battery is required to energize the attitude contrDl loop during
sun occultations. Communications are extracted from Planetary
Explorer employing an articulated 30 inch parabolic antenna. The
guidance and control subsystem is derived from Mariner series
vehicles, and Earth resources programs. Thermal control is
V-IO
selected for the heat retention requirements. The same earth
entry module used in the baseline configuration provides for a
nominal 5 kg sample payload. The module is released from the
return vehicle for direct Earth entry and water recovery.
The primary propulsion system for the three-axis earth re-
turn module is essentially the same as that of the modified
planetary explorer except that two propellant tanks (plus acqui-
sition devices) and one pressurant sphere can be used instead of
four and two. In addition, thrust chamber gimbaling is required
for accurate thrust vector control.
The attitude control propulsion system for the three-axis
earth return module is a dual redundant cold gas system of the
type used on the Viking Orbiter.
The power system consists of two articulated solar arrays
(0.56 square meters each), a SNAP-19 radioisotope thermoelectric
generator (RTG) and nickel-cadmium batteries. The RTG and one
set of batteries are left in the lander on the satellite surface.
The solar cell array and a 2-AH battery provide power for the
return journey to Earth. During landed operations the batteries
provide the peak power needs and are replenished by the RTG dur-
ing the standby periods.
Communications will be direct to Earth at S-band with the
communications subsystem consisting of a hybrid of PE-type solid
state modules and Mariner-type 20 watt TWTAs. The high gain
antenna is an articulated 30 inch parabolic type. Landed data
rate capability is 250 bps.
The principal thermal control elements include the following:
i) Lander
a) RTG and temperature control switch
b) Multilayer insulation
V-II
2) Earth Return Module
a) Thermostatically controlled heaters
b) OSR radiator
The guidance and control system consists of a CC&S unit and
an IMU from the Mariner II series, a Canopus sensor and Sun
sensors from the Earth resources program.
3. Competing Candidate Configurations
Two additional configurational concepts were studied at the
conceptual design level for evaluation purposes during the
system level trade studies. These included a modified planetary
explorer that was transported to the satellite's surface by means
of a separable lander, and a Mariner-type earth return vehicle
that is landed on the satellite's surface by means of a landed
orbiter.
The first concept consists of a modified planetary explorer
earth return module, a separable lander with relay communications
and a modified Viking Orbiter with staged propulsion. The
orbiter delivers the lander and earth return module to final
closure range, then maintains a stationkeeping position to relay
communications to the lander and earth return vehicle. No earth
return vehicle subsystems are shared in this configuration.
The second concept consists of a Mariner-type earth return
--_^_ w_ n_=_ wi_h _p_r_ _torable pro-vehicle and a LLLuU±_=_ ,.....6 ..............
pellants. The modified Viking Orbiter shares Mariner communica-
tions and guidance subsystems to provide for maximum subsystem
commonality. Solar panels on the lander orbiter are integrated
with the landing legs. Weight of the Mariner-type return vehicle
requires that space storable propellants be employed in the
landed orbiter. The orbiter is modified for the landing mission
by incorporating landing legs, sampling subsystem, landing radar,
modified scan platform, and Mariner electrical and mechanical
interfaces.
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B. SAMPLE RETURN GUIDANCE AND CONTROL
I. Baseline G&C Subsystem (Spin Stabilized)
a. G&C Functions - The earth return vehicle (ERV) is launched
from the satellite surface using the landed orbiter as a launch
platform. Before launrh the vehicle attitude and position are
determined using the TV imaging system and celestial sensors are
used to determine the vehicle's attitude and position. The
vehicle is commanded to launch with a predetermined AV at a pre-
determined time. The launching platform has no leveling capabi-
lity, so the vehicle will in general not be launched vertically.
Just after liftoff and separation from the launching platform,
the SRV starts to spin up to the nominal spin rate of 12 rpm.
One-half of a orbital period (Phobos or Deimos) is available to
track the vehicle, determine its orbit and attitude, precess
over to a new attitude for the circularization insertion maneuver
and to execute that maneuver. This procedure requires 13 hours
nominally. If not enough time is available for tracking the
vehicle and determining the orbit, as would be the case for
Phobos, the orbit will have to be circularized based on the best
estimate of the orbit ephemeris data. The vehicle can then be
tracked and its orbit can be trimmed, if necessary, for the inter-
mediate orbit insertion maneuver.
The initial orbital maneuver injects the vehicle into a highly
elliptical orbit 9380 by 95000 km as shown in Figure V-3. This is
followed by maneuvers to lower periapsis, change plane and inject
to a trans-Earth trajectory.
Between maneuvers the vehicle is pointed toward the Earth so
that maximum communication gain can be achieved. The beamwidth
of the suggested high gain antenna is about 20 degrees so the
vehicle must be pointed toward the Earth to within + i0 degrees.
V-13
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Adequate gain is needed for two-way tracking and communication to
the Earth so the vehicle's attitude and orbital parameters can be
determined by the ground based computers. Downlink communications
are needed to convey the sensor information to the Earth. After
the information is processed on the ground to determine the
vehicle's attitude and the vehicle's precessing commands, the
commands are telemetered to the spacecraft via the large Earth-
based antennas and received by the spacecraft omni-antenna. The
spacecraft can be at any attitude, when receiving commands. Sun
and star sensor information for five revolutions of the space-
craft (5 seconds per revolution) are needed for the recursive
processing that determines the vehicle attitude. While only
3 seconds are required to process the sensor data and determine
the vehicle attitude, about thirty minutes must be added to the
attitude up-date time for the two-way communications time.
During the maneuver phases, the vehicle is precessed to the
maneuver attitude about one axis at a time under an open loop
control system. Estimated (3-sigma) maneuver accuracies of 4.5
percent thrust magnitude and 4.5 degree pointing angle uncertain-
ties result from the use of only open loop control. After the
thrusting phase, the vehicle is precessed back to the Earth
pointing attitude by executing the precessing maneuvers in the
reverse order.
All the Earth return maneuvers are executed basically in the
same way, except the last two midcourse correction maneuvers are
executed by the RCS engines instead of the main engine. The RCS
engines are fired in synchronism with the vehicle spin rate to
impart a AV in a prescribed direction. The maneuver phases
generally take less than one-half hour to complete.
The vehicle can be placed into a sleep mode or semi-dormant
mode during a large portion of the interplanetary cruise phase
to reduce the power requirements. Only the command receiver needs
V-15
to be on to reactivate the vehicle on a signal from the ground.
This is the big advantage of the spin stabilized system over
the 3-axis stabilized vehicle.
b. G&C Subsystem Description - The spin stabilized PE type
vehicle uses minimum equipment to determine and control the
vehicle attitude.
Figure V-4 shows the block diagram of the spin stabilized
G&C subsystem. The scanning celestial attitude determination
system (SCADS) consists of two star sensors, a Sun sensor, and
the associated electronics. The output from the star sensor
gives angle information on stars above a certain threshold--
third magnitude stars or brighter. The Sun sensor senses where
the Sun is relative to the spacecraft coordinates. The angular
data of the Sun and the stars are fed to Earth over the telemetry
link. The ground computer can then determine the inertial posi-
tion of the spin axis to an accuracy of 0.i degrees. The Sun
sensor syS_tem will give the spin axis Sun angle and provide a
timing pulse each time the sensor sweeps the Sun. The star
sensor sensels third magnitude stars or brighter. A digital out-
put from the star sensor system will provide the angle between
each star and the body axis system and where the star is rela-
tive to the Sun. The spin vector logic supplies a pulse to the
propulsion system for firing the RCS engines in a specified
direction. The RCS engines are fired over a 45 degree sector of
the vehicle's revolution.
The digital sensor information is sent to the ground and pro-
cessed by the ground computer to determine the precession
commands. These precession commands are telemetered to the space-
craft command receiver via the large Earth based antennas. The
programmer/data handling subsystem consists of a crystal controlled
clock, telemetry encoder, A/D converter, memory, control and
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synchronizing circuits, timer, and programmer. The precession
command can be stored to be executed at a specified time or
executed on command from the ground. The propulsion system is
commanded via the programmer and spin sector electronics to
thrust in a specified direction by firing during the appropriate
sector of the revolution.
The subsystem weight and power requirements for the spin
stabilized G&C subsystem are shown in Table V-I. The G&C sub-
system weighs 10.5 kgms and consumes 13.7 watts of power. This
power consumption is used for most of the mission when not in
the sleep mode.
Figure V-5 shows how the vehicle's nutation can be damped out
by the jet damping produced by the jet stream of the engine. An
estimated thrust offset of 0.065 inches (3o) can be expected dur-
ing the thrusting of the main engine. This thrust offset causes
the spacecraft nutation to build up and the engine jet stream
dampens the nutation cone angle to a final value of 0.15 degrees.
These results were produced by a digital computer program simu-
lating a variable mass spinning vehicle with jet damping due to
thrusting of the main engine. The maneuver that lowers periapsis
and changes orbital plane, which takes i00 seconds to execute,
was simulated as the worst case being the shortest critical
maneuver phase. As can be seen by this figure, only twenty
seconds are needed for the nutation to damp out. The lower curve
shows the pitch angle (THETA) varies as a function of yaw angle
(PSI). The upper curve shows how the absolute value of this
pitch attitude angle varies during the thrusting maneuver.
Figure V-6 shows a map of stars of third magnitude or greater
in the celestial sphere. A star sensor using a photo-multiplier
tube with a S-20 photocathode was suggested for the baseline
vehicle. Using the spectral response of this sensor, 128 stars
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of third magnitude or greater can be sensed by the star sensor
in the celestial sphere.
Generally the longitudinal axis of the spacecraft is aligned
in the ecliptic and pointed toward the Earth for the maximum
communication capability. The star sensors, which are mounted
45 degrees from the spin axis and mounted 180 degrees apart,
sweep a 25 degree swath perpendicular to the ecliptic. Each
star sensor has a 15 degree FOV and the sensors have a 5 degree
overlap. Enough stars should be available with this FOV to de-
termine the vehicle attitude.
3. Alternate G&C Subsystem (3-Axis Stabilized)
An attractive alternate G&C subsystem is the three-axis
stabilized system. Compared with the spin-stabilized system, this
G&C subsystem provides more accurate closed loop pointing control
and utilizes less solar panel area to power the vehicle. The
3-axis system does however require constant active attitude con-
trol and therefore must carry more ACS consumables. Table V-2
shows the attributes of each of these systems. An important ad-
vantage of the three-axis system is that it can maintain Sun
oriented solar panels and Earth pointed communication antenna at
the same time.
Figure V-7 shows how all the deflection maneuvers are execut-
m_ _ ..... j
ed with the 3-axis stabilized system. ±he oust _L_u Canopus
acquisitions are executed similar to the Viking or the Mariner
missions. An Adcole digital solar aspect sensor system having
complete spherical coverage is used to provide the Sun angle in
spacecraft coordinates. This sensor system utilizes five sensors
of the type 14135 or equivalent where each sensor has a field of
view of 128 by 128 degrees with an accuracy of + 1/4 degree
accuracy. This digital solar aspect sensor is a flight proven
piece of hardware as it is flown on many space vehicles, such as
ATS, GGTS, OAO, SAE and others.
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The recommended 3-axis system uses a new scheme to execute
attitude changes. Using the Sun sensor as an inertial reference
the vehicle is precessed about both the pitch and yaw axes
simultaneously while the roll channel uses a roll rate gyro to
lock the roll axis. The solar aspect sensor (SAS) measures two
angles which define the position of the Sun line with respect to
the vehicle. The SAS system provides separate pitch and yaw
error signals to the control system. The advantages of this con-
trol scheme are:
i) simultaneous pitch and yaw maneuvers save time;
2) no gyro warmup is needed since dry gyros can be used;
3) cheap and inaccurate gyros can be used.
The pitch and yaw rate gyros are used only during Sun occultations
to hold the vehzcle attitude. The rate gyros can be lightweight,
cheap, and inaccurate gyros. The three-axis rate sensor system
produced by U. S. Time Inc. was selected for the baseline vehicle
because this component was lightweight and consumed little power.
This gyro system has a non-random and random bias drift of less
than i0 degrees per hour.
After the pitch and yaw maneuvers are performed and the
vehicle attitude is trimmed to + 1/4 degree of the required
attitude, the vehicle main engine is fired to impart a specified
AV to the vehicle. When this velocity is reached as indicated
by an axial accelerometer, the main engine is shut down. The
vehicle is then commanded to reacquire the Sun and Canopus by
setting the pitch and yaw commands to zero. All the maneuvers
are executed this way. No gyro warmup is needed and only one-
half hour is needed to execute these maneuvers. Considerably
less power is consumed from the Sun oriented solar panels and
the batteries by this technique.
V-25
Figure V_8 shows a block diagram of the suggested mechaniza-
tion of the 3-axis flight control system. The Sun and Canopus
sensors sense the pitch, yaw and roll attitude errors for vehicle
control. The Sun occultation sensor feeds a discrete to the
CC&S during Sun occultation so the pitch and yaw rate gyros can be
activated for vehicle control. The stray light sensor issues a
discrete to the CC&S and activates the Canopus sensor shutter
when stray light could effect the operation of the Canopus sensor.
This discrete commands activation of the roll rate gyro so the
vehicle roll attitude can be controlled. The accelerometer is
used to determine when a specified axial velocity is reached dur-
ing the thrusting phases. The attitude control logic, which is
mechanized in the CC&S, is similar to that used in the Viking
Lander. The attitude control electronics provide thrust acti-
vating signals to the ACS gas jet activators and to the main
engine gimbal servo motors. This mechanization has the capabi-
lity of using commands from the command system or stored commands
executed at a specified time from the CC&S.
Table V-3 shows the estimated weight and power requirements.
This figure also shows which components were selected for the
baseline vehicle.
4. Round Trip Control Module - G&C Subsystem
This configuration uses the same G&C subsystem components on
both the Earth to Mars and Mars to Earth legs of the sample re-
turn mission. A rendezvous radar was added to the otpimized
three-axis system to perform the satellite rendezvous. The
weight and power requirements are shown in Table V-4. The power
requirements for the rendezvous phase size the battery require-
ment.
5. Method of Minimizin 9 Landing Site Alteration
One potential problem identified in the Phase 1 study was the
possibility that the landing on the satellite might disturb or
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contaminate the surface such that samples taken for scientific
analysis might not represent true in-situ conditions.
It was also felt that landings on these small bodies might
take advantage of the low gravity conditions to employ some unique
deceleration schemes. This section describes several alternative
landing techniques as depicted in Figure V-9. All of these methods
are used during or after the constant velocity phase of the
terminal descent.
One way to reduce landing site contamination is to hop to a
new landing site by means of a ballistic trajectory after a
conventional landing. The RCS engines facing downward are fired
initially to initiate the hopping trajectory. Attitude control
would be required during most of the maneuvers but this could be
expected to cause only small site alteration effects. The RCS
engines could be fired downward during the last few seconds of
the hopping maneuver to give the vehicle some damping during
landing to reduce vehicle bounce.
Another approach to controlling site alteration would be to
employ roll thrusters canted slightly downward instead of the RCS
engines facing downward during the final few meters of descent.
The canted roll engines would not effect the efficiency of
terminal rendezvous and landing phases_ as it would slow down the
vehicle slightly when roll control is needed.
A free fall phase after the constant velocity phase can
eliminate site alternation if the higher landing velocity can
be tolerated. The free fall phase can start at any altitude that
will minimize landing site alteration and landing velocity. This
latter figure shows how the landing velocity varies as a function
of initial altitude. The comparison between the final velocity
for a conventional landing and a 30 m free fall landing is also
shown.
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Orbital trims can be used to cause the vehicle and the satel-
lite to gently collide at the intersection of their orbits thus
effecting a non-propulsive soft landing. The rendezvous radar can
be used to gather data to update the orbit ephemeris data.
Orbital trim maneuvers can then be used to match the orbits. This
method of minimizing site alteration is used after the terminal
rendezvous phase and when the vehicle is co-orbiting the satel-
lite. The satellite will probably be within rendezvous radar
acquisition range during most of the time, so the relative orbits
should be determined very accurately.
A momentum interchange device could also be considered as a
decelerating technique ......._the i....gravity fields v_^_D_^_,_v_usand
Deimos. This involves ejecting part of the lander forward along
the velocity vector to kill some of the lander's velocity. The
equation in the Figure V-9 shows the AV capability of this
method. Large ejection velocities or ejected masses are needed
to make this an efficient system. For example, a 480 kg separable
lander descending at 1.5 mps would be decelerated to 1.34 mps by
ejecting a 2 kg mass at 40 mps.
C. STRUCTURAL DESIGN
I. Design Approach
Structural design and systems installation of the major com-
ponents of the spacecraft were examined in detail to ensure the
structural integrity of the spacecraft.
The structural configuration selected for the baseline Phobos/
Deimos spacecraft is a modified Viking '75 Orbiter and a modified
planetary explorer earth return vehicle. The structural design
philosophy is the same as that used during the Phase I study
effort, that is, all structural components use state-of-the-art
processes and materials to minimize costs and to give high
V-32
reliability.
The loaded Phase II baseline sample return spacecraft as
shown in Figure V-IO weighs 3159 kg , including an allocated
weight of 259 kg for a modified planetary explorer earth return
vehicle. Detailed subsystems implementation studies indicated
that the earth return vehicle could be built for 197 kg which
is about 62 kg less than the allocated (based on performance
capability) weight. This excess capability could be converted
to additional landed science or to vehicle contingency weight.
The composite CG of the loaded sample return configuration
is approximately 63.5 cm (25 inches) closer to the spacecraft-
Centaur interface (Sta 0) than the Mars Viking '75 spacecraft,
resulting in lower design loading in the various spacecraft
structural elements. As in Phase I, all structural members were
sized to accommodate Titan lllE/Centaur launch and mission in-
duced loading and dynamic response requirements.
Using the structural design discussion of Phase I as a basis,
this section describes the major differences that exist between
the Phase II spacecraft and the vehicle developed during the
Phase I study effort.
The baseline configuration weight summary is presented in
Table V-5.
a. Modified Orbiter - The orbiter structure, both the octa-
gonally shaped bus and the truss which attaches the orbiter to
the Centaur-spacecraft adapter were evaluated for their capabi-
lity to accommodate the loads and moments induced by increased
propellant loading and by the modified planetary explorer earth
return vehicle.
The basic orbiter bus is designed by loads encountered during
the launch phase. The loaded weight of the Phase II spacecraft
is 3159 kg compared to the Phase I spacecraft weight of 3393 kg
\\
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\
\
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Composite CG location of the Phase II spacecraft is some 23 cm
closer to the spacecraft-Centaur interface than the Phase I
vehicle. The combination of these two factors, lower weight
(234 kg less) and shorter moment arm combine to result in
significantly lower loadings and bending moments for the Phase II
spacecraft. Thus, no structural modifications will be required
to be made to the basic bus structure with the exception of some
local "beef-up" of the orbiter lower ring structure to handle the
increased weight of the propulsion system module.
Four landing legs approximately 5.5 m (18 feet) in length are
provided. These four landing legs pick up the same "hard"
points on the orbiter bus that formerly served to support the
four outriggers that attached the fan-like array of four solar
panels to the Viking Orbiter bus. Since the landing dynamics
program indicated that the total leg load is somewhat less than
68 kg at impact, no structural modifications are required to be
made to the basic bus structure to handle this load introduction.
The solar panels have been integrated into the landing leg de-
sign, with the structure of the landing legs serving as backup
structure for the solar array. The solar panel/leg assembly is
stowed at launch similar to the Viking '75 concept. After pay-
i^_ _ ...._ =_p_t_on, the panels are extended in a plane normal
to the roll axis of the spacecraft. Just prior to final descent,
the legs are prepared for landing by pulling an explosive pin
which allows the legs to be driven (spring) to the landing
position.
The spacecraft is attached to the orbiter turss at the four
longerons in the middle of the long bays. The attachment is
made to the truss through pyrotechnically separable bolt and
spring assemblies . The orbiter truss is fabricated of aluminum
alloy with each member being approximately 8.0 cm in diameter.
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This truss s_ructure span_ from the launch vehlcle_s 12_po%nt
truss adapter (Centaur-spacecraft adapter) to four separation
points on the lower ring of the orbiter bus.
The propulsion module for the Phase II spacecraft is identi-
cal to that described for the Phase I study.
An integrated sampling subsystem has been mounted on the
upper surface of the orbiter bus structure. The basic system
consists of a drill, sample boom and dust collector head, soil
transfer and loading unit, two facsimile camers to provide high
resolution imaging, and an X-ray fluorescent-type sample analysis
unit. The sampling unit weighs 27.2 kg. A truss member-type
structure is provided to introduce this load into the side longe-
rons of the orbiter bus.
The scan platform has been modified to contain only the two
TV cameras, a wide angle camera and a narrow angle camera. The
wide angle camera serves a dual purpose, providing rendezvous
navigation support as well as surface sampling support. The two
experiments used on the Viking Orbiter, the IR thermal mapper and
the Mars water detector have been deleted.
The rendezvous radar is mounted on the lower portion of the
propulsion module.
b. Centaur-Spacecraft Adapter - As discussed in Phase I the
Centaur-spacecraft adapter truss which is supplied by General
Dynamics Corporation is designed to accommodate a wide range of
different spacecraft payloads.
A preliminary stress analysis was conducted to evaluate the
capability of the Mars Viking Centaur-spacecraft adapter to
handle the Phobos/Deimos sample return loading conditions. The
results of this analysis indicated that the present adapter was
adequate to sustain the loadings imposed by the sample return
mission.
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c, Earth Return Vehlcle/Orbiter Adapter - The adapter truss
consists of 2024 aluminum alloy tubular members that attach at
four points to the orbiter and at four points to the earth
return vehicle. Separation bolts and springs are installed on
the upper end fitting of each of the four attachment points. The
juncture of the adapter truss with the earth return vehicle pro-
vides the separation plane of the adapter truss and the earth
return vehicle when the earth return vehicle is separated from
the orbiter. The adapter truss remains with the orbiter. Since
the payload weight supported by the truss is 259 kg compared to
482 kg for Phase I, the load in the individual truss members
are lower resulting in a lighter overall truss (6.8 kg compared
to 13.6 kg for Phase I).
d. Modified Planetary Explorer Earth Return Vehicle - The
modified planetary explorer vehicle which is used as the earth
return vehicle is shown in Figure V-II. The bus configuration
as shown consists of a 12-sided right cylindrical body with a
fixed upper body mounted solar array of approximately 3.7 square
meters. The bus is approximately 126 cm (48 inches) across the
flats and 79 cm (30 inches) in height. This design was based
on the following structural guidelines:
a) Use design concepts, materials, devices, and _,,=_+_
technology proved acceptable through testing and
ub-flight use;
b) Incorporate modular components which can be design-
ed, fabricated, and tested independently of the rest
of the spacecraft;
c) Minimize weight and complexity of integration;
d) Utilize a center structure which will transmit the
loads to the earth return vehicle/orbiter adapter
truss during launch and will support all major loads
during flight.
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_odule frames serve to support electronic components and other
supporting subsystems. Stacked vertically, these frames create a
compact modular compartment. On the platfcrm the frames support
vertical loads and slide into their support structure, thus in-
suring repeatable alignment, electrical connection, and mechani-
cal attachment. The support structure is designed as a unit to
increase rigidity and to ensure proper alignment.
Eight hydrazine engines each have a 2.26 kg (5 pound) thrust
level. These engines are arranged symmetrically around the bus
in two clusters of four engines each to provide translational
forces, spin axis precession torques, and spin torques as re-
quireed by the spacecraft. Propellant is housed in four spheres,
25.4 cm in diameter and located in the upper portion of the
spacecraft. Pressurization spheres for the main propulsion sys-
tem are also located in the attitude control propellant tank bay.
The primary propulsion system is located in the lower bay of
the spacecraft and consists of four equal volume propellant tanks,
45.5 cm in diameter. These are located in a single row around the
periphery of the spacecraft.
Subsystem weights are summarized in Table V-6.
e. Earth Entry Module - Two earth entry modules were con-
-_^-_ • _ ...... V -_ an_ _T-IR Th_ h_i_ designfigured as =......zn .................
characteristics of the entry module are presented in Table V-7.
The Apollo shaped capsule is fabricated basically of 6AI-4V
ti=anium alloy. Heatshield material is ESA 5300-M3 approximately
1.9 cm in thickness. The sample is housed in a hermetically
sealed container, which is stowed in the center of the earth
entry module. Thermal insulation is provided around the peri-
phery of the capsule. Prior to launch the capsule is filled with
an inert gas and hermetically sealed.
The mechanism which transfers the surface sample into the
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return canister is shown in Figures V-14 and V-15. The sample
canister lid is actuated before and after sample loading from the
transfer unit by use of gearbelt actuated torque tube drive and
cam sequenced carousel programming. The entire soil transfer unit
is jettisoned after completion of the loading cycle and lid clos-
ing. Recovery of the capsule at Earth is facilitated by elec-
tronic tracking aids that provide signals for a minimum of 30
days using a sea water actuated battery.
2. Alternate Configuration
The alternate configuration is shown in Figure V-I6. The
delivery system is the Viking Orbiter propulsion module with an
adapter ring at the forward end which replaces the orbiter
octagon bus structure. This adapter ring serves to attach the
propulsion module to the sample return vehicle. The sample
return vehicle is composed of a lander which is an evolutionary
development from the Phase I lander/rover design and an entirely
new three-axis stabilized earth return vehicle as shown in
Figure V-17. The thermally enclosed aluminum box structure which
houses the supporting subsystem equipment is patterned after the
Mariner series spacecraft. Two articulated solar panels are
located symmetrically around the bus structure. The same earth
entry module described earlier which provides for a nominal 5 kg
sample return is stowed in the upper portion of the vehicle.
Weight summary of the three-axis stabilized earth return vehicle
is presented in Tavle V-8.
System level weights for the alternate configuration are given
in Table V-9.
3. Competitive Alternative Configurations
Two other alternative configurations which were studied dur-
ing Phase II and described earlier are shown in Figures V-18 and
V-19. System weights for these concepts are summarized in
Tables V-10 and V-II respectively.
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4. Landing Stability
The computer program which was used to determine the stability
boundaries for our Phase II studies is a modified version of the
program being utilized for all landing dynamic analyses for the
Viking '75 program. The inputs to that program that are
necessary to compute the landing stability of the baseline con-
figuration are shown in Table V-12. Results of that analyses
are also presented in Table V-12.
5. Dynamic Environment
The acoustic environment to which the Phase II Phobos/Deimos
sample return configurations are subjected during launch is
identical to the Phase I study.
Load factors including landing shock levels were also identi-
cal to those encountered during the Phase I study.
D. THERMAL CONTROL
The Phase II thermal studies were directed towards establish-
ing conceptual thermal designs for the baseline and preferred
alternate sample return configurations. Environmental predic-
tions for the interplanetary and landed phases of the mission
were adapted L_v,, +_._ _1,1t_.......of the Phase I studies; the basic
concepts of vehicle configurations were evolved by the other
study tasks of the program, with thermal support as required to
demonstrate mission feasibility, but without an attempt at
thermal design optimization.
The concerns and resolutions of the sample return thermal
studies can be best summarized by outlining the principal thermal
constraints of the mission and their impact on design. The
thermal constraints stem from four general sources: (a) variable
solar intensities, (b) variable internal heat dissipation,
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(c) thermal blockage due to staging, and (d) unfavorable coupling
between external and internal heat loads. These will be dis-
cussed below.
The solar intensity may vary during a Mars mission from 1353
w/m 2 near Earth, to 709 W/m 2 near Mars at perihelion, or 487.4
w/m 2 at aphelion. Superimposed on these long-range variations
is the diurnal cycling on the surface, with zero solar flux dur-
ing the "night" hours. In the case of the landed quipment, the
effect is magnified by the presence of the ground, which reflects
and/or emits radiation in concert with the solar flux. The
standard thermal control approach to minimizing these effects is
either shielding (by the use of insulation or reflective finishes)
or compensation (by the use of controlled heat flow into or out
of the vehicle). Both of these methods have been employed in the
conceptual thermal designs of the baseline and preferred alter-
nate configurations.
An area of concern in the thermal design of the landed orbiter
is the relatively large difference in heat dissipation require-
ments between the cruise and landed phases of the mission. The
average internal power dissipation during cruise is 415 watts
(with 796 w peak), as compared to 90 watts average during landed
operations. A further complication is afforded by the absence of
a convenient radiation heat sink on the surfaces of the satellites.
This compares with the use of outer space as a heat sink with an
effective temperature of 4°K during the interplanetary phases of
the mission. It will be shown that the landed orbiter concept
hinges on significant modifications of the Viking Orbiter heat
rejection system.
The dissipation of equipment (or environmental) heat during
landed operations may be accomplished by either a combination of
two basic modes of heat rejection: (i) the "night mode," whereby
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the equipment heat generated during the day is stored by the
thermal mass of the system, followed by controlled dissipation
to the environment during the night, when the ground as well as
the sky can be used as effective heat sinks; and (2) the "day
mode," accomplished during the day (or night) by the use of
solar-reflector radiators with high view factors to the sky, and
negligible view factors to the ground or external surfaces of the
vehicle. The selection among these modes, and, consequently, the
overall thermal design of the landed configurations, depend
critically on the availability of potential sky-oriented radiator
surfaces; or the absence of radiation blockage by other equipment,
such as upper stages of a complex landed configuration. The
landed configurations of both the baseline and alternate configu-
rations are two-stage vehicles; however, blockage by the upper
stage in the former case is less severe than in the preferred
alternate configuration.
Finally, a fourth major concern is the apparent simultaneity
of maximum internal and external heat loads during typical landed
operations. Imagery and soil sample temperature constraints
establish a day-time preference for scientific investigations,
and solar-powered vehicles depend on the availability of solar
energy during their peak power operation. It is also during the
day time that external heating due to solar and ground radiation
are at a maximum. Conversely, internal heat dissipation is at a
minimum or zero during the night, and the vehicle is subjected
to maximum cooling in the absence of appreciable external heat
sources. Because of this unfavorable coupling between external
and internal heating (and cooling), active thermal control
techniques will be required, as a general rule, in the design of
Phobos/Deimos landers.
In the following paragraphs, the thermal design of the base-
line and preferred alternate configurations are described in more
detail.
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I. Thermal Design - Baseline Sample Return Configuration
The baseline sample return configuration consists of a modi-
fied landed Viking Orbiter and a modified planetary explorer
earth return vehicle.
a. Modified Orbiter Thermal Control - The thermal control
subsystem of the Viking Orbiter is modified toaccommodate the
widely different thermal requirements during landed operations
as compared to the interplanetary phases of the mission. The
modifications consist in a redesign of the heat rejection system,
and the addition of Phase Change Material (PCM) to minimize
internal equipment temperature fluctuations due to diurnal cycle
effects on the satellite surface. The modifications to the heat
rejection system consist in providing two sets of louvers:
(i) Viking Orbiter types, mounted on the sides of the equipment
compartment, which are operational during cruise only, and are
de-activated on the satellite surface by the use of insulated
flip covers; and (2) Sun-oriented types (covered with OSR) which
function throughout the orbiter mission. Heat rejection during
the landed operations is by the "day mode," as described in the
previous paragraph; the OSR-covered louver system is actuated by
the variations of internal temperatures, and are closed during
the night.
b. Modified Planetary Explorer Thermal Control - The prin-
cipal modifications to the Planetary Explorer thermal control
system are the considerable reduction of the heat rejection
(louver) area (as compared to the Venus mission configuration),
and the addition of a i0 watt radioisotope heater to compensate
for the very minimal internal heat dissipation available during
the surface operations. The total heat budget of the Planetary
Explorer during the interplanetary phases of the mission (Earth-
Mars cruise and Mars-Earth curise) is in the order of 20 watts.
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Internal heat dissipation is through heat leaks through the pro-
pulsion nozzle, supports, insulation penetrations, and insulation;
supplemented by controlled heat rejection through two OSR-covered
specular louver panels.
The baseline thermal control approach is summarized on
Table V-13, a thermal schematic of the landed configuration is
depicted on Figure V-20.
2. Thermal Design - Preferred Alternate Configuration
The preferred alternate sample return configuration consists
of a three-axis control module, a lander, and a propulsion module
which is jettisoned prior to final closure and touchdown.
The propulsion module is Sun-oriented during cruise, and it
is insulated and covered with solar-reflective external coatings.
Thermal control is achieved by the use of thermostatically con-
trolled heaters.
The lander thermal control concept is similar to that of the
Viking lander, consisting of an insulated equipment compartment,
with RTG waste heat input to the compartment controlled by a
thermal switch. Heat rejection is through uncontrolled heat
leaks through the insulation and insulation penetrations.
During the landed phases of the mission, heat rejection is by the
"night mode" as defined in paragraph 1 above.
The 3-axis sample return vehicle is completely insulated, with
the exception of louver-controlled OSR radiators, which provide
heat rejection during all phases of the mission. Thermostatical-
ly-controlled heaters compensate for duty-cycle variations. Heat
rejection on the surface is by the "day mode" as defined above.
Return configuration is depicted on Figure V-21.
3. Thermal Control Summary
A summary of thermal considerations for the sample return
mission is shown on Table V-14.
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E. PROPULSION
The primary objective of the Phase II propulsion studies was
to define appropriate primary and attitude control propulsion
subsystems for the earth return vehicles used in the satellite
sample return mission. The primary propulsion system for the
earth return vehicle must provide sufficient thrust to accom-
plish the following mission events:
a) liftoff from Phobos,
b) raise apoapsis,
c) lower periapsis and change orbital plane,
d) trans-Earth injection,
e) midcourse corrections (3),
f) Earth entry deflection maneuver.
For a Phobos baseline mission launch date of November 19,
1983, the total velocity increment required of the earth return
vehicle is 1786 meters/second.
Spacecraft attitude control propulsion systems were defined
during this phase to support both the 3-axis stabilized and the
spin stabilized earth return vehicle concepts.
I. Baseline Propulsion Subsystem (Spin Stabilized)
The baseline earth return vehicle for the Phobos sample
return mission generated during Phase II is a modification of
the Planetary Explorer or Venus Pioneer spin stabilized inter-
planetary cruise spacecraft. The vehicle requires an ACS for
spin rate control and spin axis orientation and a primary pro-
pulsion system for velocity changes.
a. Modified P.E. Primary Propulsion - The modified planetary
explorer vehicle propulsion system was sized for the following
total velocity requirement and spacecraft and sample capsule
weights:
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Total &VRequirements 1786meters/second
Spacecraft Weight (excluding propulsion) 68 kg
Capsule Weight 16 kg
A requirement of the propulsion system is that it must be cap-
able of performing the aforementioned orbital maneuvers, after
being space stored for approximately 700 days. Its operational
period following storage will be 320 days.
Since propulsion system weight for the earth return vehicle
is critical, a lower weight engine than that used on the Viking
Orbiter was required. The Planetary Explorer solid motor pro-
pulsion system did not qualify for the Phobosmission because it
could not perform the multiple velocity adjustment requirements.
Several high performance storable bi-propellant engines with
thrust levels compatible with modified planetary explorer space-
craft and structural design were reviewed. Three engines of
the i00 ib thrust class were selected for further study:
a) Marquardt - Model R-4D
b) Thiokol, RMD- Model C-I
c) TRWSystems - Model MIRA-150R
The Marquardt engine was selected over that of the Thiokol
and TRWengines. The RMDC-I engine does have equivalent design
features, however, it lacks the test and development experience.
The TRWengine is throttable and therefore is heavier and re-
quires a higher pressure propellant supply. The Marquardt R-4D
engine has been successfully demonstrated on the Luner Orbiter
as a velocity control engine and as a secondary velocity control
engine on the Agena launch vehicle. It is also used on the
Apollo Service Module and Lunar Module for attitude control. A
schematic and engine characteristics for the Marquardt engine
are presented in Figure V-22. The engine performance values
given in this figure are for the propellants N204 and MMH
V-67
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[CH3NHNH2). The propellant combination of N204 and Aerozine 50
will theoretically yield equivalent performance values. Aerozine
50 (50/50 blend of nydrazine and unsymmetricaldimethlhydrazine)
when compared to MMH, has more desirable handling characteristics
such as improved stability. In addition, aerozine 50 is less
expensieve to produce than MMH. Subsequent vendor contact indi-
cated that performance degradation with the use of A-50 instead
of MMH would be negligible and that deliverable specific impulse
values of 295 seconds were obtainable. Because of the criti-
cality of propellant storability and handling to the return phase
of the mission, the propellants N204 and Aerozine 50 were selected
for use for the earth return vehicle.
A schematic of the modified planetary explorer propulsion
system is illustrated in Figure V-23. The weight statement for
this propulsion system is presented in parametric form in
Tavle V-15, The principal subsystem components consist of two
high pressure titanium helium spheres, a pneumatic pressure
regulator, four equal volume titanium propellant tanks, ordnance
and latching solenoid acquisition valves, check valves, filters,
and engine assembly. Ambient helium was chosen as a pressurant
over that of nitrogen because of its weight savings. It was
felt that with the proper selection of pressurization hardware,
helium loss due to leakage and diffusion could be kept at an
insignificant level. The 21 cm diameter helium pressurization
spheres are located in the attitude control propellant tank bay,
immediately in front of the main subsystem equipment bay. Since
the pressurization system will be space-stored for a long dura-
tion (approximately 700 days) a normally closed explosive valve
is installed immediately downstream of the tank outage port to
eliminate leakage. Prior to launch from Phobos, the ordnance
valve is opened and a solenoid valve is used to isolate propellant
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and pressurization tanks for the duration of the mission. A
pneumatic regulator is used to regulate the 4000 psia helium
down to 200 psia propellant tank service pressure. The pro-
pellant tank pressure requirement was established to meet the
minimum operating supply pressure of the Marquardt R-4D engine.
The Marquardt and Thiokol engine nominal engine supply pressures
are 180 psia and were used as a basis for the selected system
propellant tank operating pressure of 200 psia. Check valves
are used for propellant separators. In order to preclude the
possibility of a check valve failing closed, a quad-redundant
check valve assembly has been installed in each branch of the
propellant tank pressurization circuits. The pressurant fill
and propellant fill and drain valve assemblies are manually
operated with metal seals and caps for positive sealing against
leakage. Relief valves are installed on each pressurization
line with a burst disc upstream. This arrangement will prevent
overpressurization of the propellant tanks in event of regulator
failure or tank overpressure for any other reason. The burst
disc in series with the relief valve eliminates helium leakage
during the Earth return phase of the mission. The four equal
volume 36 cm diameter propellant tanks divide the fuel and
--==_^- +_ m_m4_ spacecraft center of gravity migration as
propellants are consumed. The tanks are located in a single
row at the rear of the spacecraft bus, behind the main sub-
system equipment bay. The nominal spin rate for the vehicle is
12 rpm which is sufficient to force the propellant over the tank
outage ports and as a result eliminate the requirements for pro-
pellant tank acquisition devices. Prior to initiation of the
engine start sequence, during the launch phase from Phobos, the
vehicle will be spun up with the use of the attitude control
thrusters. This will ensure engine propellant supply line fill-
ing and proper tank ullaging.
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b. Modified P.E. Attitude Control Propulsion - The modified
P.E. earth return vehicle attitude control propulsion system de-
sign permits two functions:
a) spin rate control,
b) spin vector precession control.
Aside from these functions, available impulse has been
allocated for midcourse correction maneuvers in lieu of the pri-
mary propulsion system. The attitude control propulsion sub-
system is similar to that used on the Planetary Explorer space-
craft. It consists of a unified attitude and spin control
monopropellant hydrazine blowdown propulsion system.
The major components of the attitude control propulsion system
are: 4 titanium hydrazine propellant tanks, 3 propellant isola-
tion valves, a filter and 2 quad-thruster assemblies. A schematic
of the attitude control propulsion subsystem and sketch illustrat-
ing propellant tank location are described in Figure V-24. The
4.21 cm diameter titanium propellant tanks are located ahead of
the main equipment bay in one row and spaced at equal angles in
conjunction with the two primary propulsion pressurant spheres.
These tanks are located at the maximum outboard position. This
arrangement tends to increase the spacecraft roll-to-pitch
moment of inertia ratio while maximizing the centrifugal loading
of the propellant. The vehicle spin rate is 12 rpm and is
sufficient to force the propellants over the attitude control
tank outage ports and as a result, eliminate the requirements
for propellant acquisition devices. The two quad-thruster
assemblies are mounted on the outside of the spacecraft bus and
are diametrically opposed. The dual quad-thruster arrangement
differs from that of the P.E. but it is felt that this design
will be more flexible and less sensitive on a performance basis,
to spacecraft center of gravity offsets. The thrusters apply
V-73
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spacecraft torques as couples and provide redundant operational
modes. A thruster chamber assembly contains Shell 405 Catalyst
which is used to initiate decomposition of the hydrazine fuel.
Normal engine steady state thrust decays from 5 pounds to 2
pounds as the propellant tank pressure is reduced from an initial
pressure of 250 psia through a 3:5 to 1 blowdown operation.
(As is on the P.E. design, the blowdown type system is preferred
because at little or no weight penalty it minimizes the func-
tional hardware requirements). A pressure transducer which
measures thruster nozzle inlet pressure is mounted on each en-
gine assembly to monitor engine performanqe during flight
operation. Maneuvers may be divided into several steps to allow
for periodic update of the spacecraft spin-axis attitude. A
schematic and associated characteristic of the 5 pound thruster
of the type to be used is presented in Figure V-25. A maneuver
budget and weight profile for the modified planetary explorer
earth return vehicle is presented in Table V-16.
During maneuvers, the precession control thrusters operate
in the pulse mode and fire over a 45 degree angle of each space-
craft revolution. The nominal spin rate is 12 rpm resulting in
a pulse firing time of 0.625 seconds. A single 90 degree pre-
cession maneuver will require i0 pulses per thruster. The
precession thrusters may be used for small spacecraft midcourse
velocity changes in event of main engine failure.
Listed in Table V-17 is the attitude control system weight
statement for the modified P.E. earth return vehicle. The sub-
system component weights are based on Planetary Explorer tech-
nologies. The propulsion subsystem provides a total impulse of
3380 ib-sec to:
a) precess the vehicle spin vector a total of 1500°;
b) provide a spin capability of 40 rpm;
c) provide for 3 midcourse velocity corrections and an
Earth entry deflection maneuver resulting in a AV of
25.4 mps.
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2. Alternate Propulsion Subsystem (3_Axls Stabilized)
The preferred alternate to the baseline earth return space-
craft configuration is a 3-axis stabilized vehicle as described
in Section V. The primary propulsion system for this vehicle
was similar to that of the baseline spacecraft configuration
since the total velocity change requirements, weights and space
storability requirements were nearly the same. Maintenance of
vehicle 3-axis stabilization is required throughout the return
leg of the mission.
a. New 3-Axis Primary Propulsion - The primary propulsion
system for the new 3-axis earth return vehicle is essentially
the same as that of the modified P.E. with the following ex-
ceptions. The new 3-axis vehicle requires two propellant tanks
and one pressurant sphere. In addition, thrust chamber gim-
balling will be required for accurate thrust vector control. A
schematic of the propulsion system is given in Figure V-26.
The two equal volume propellant tanks and pressurant sphere
are nested with the subsystem equipment in the hexagon "wrap
around" spacecraft bus. The titanium propellant and pressurant
tanks are 43.5 inch and 24.4 inch in diameter respectively. The
two tank configuration will create a small c.g. migration during
pro_ellant outflow which is within the engine gimbal capability.
Since there are problems associated with propellant orientation
and control during zero g a propellant tank acquisition device
is required. A Fruhof low gravity type surface tension device
is preferred for the mission. The inherent lightweight, re-
liability and temperature insensitivity characteristics make this
system preferable to acquisition devices such as polymeric and
metallic bladders and diaphragms, bellows, dielectrophoretic
systems, main engine start tanks and external propellant settling
systems.
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During firings, three-axis attitude control is accomplished
by two-axis gimballing of the engine with third axis (roll) pro-
vided by the roll attitude control thruster. The gimbal control
system positions the engine through the use of two torque
actuators aligned with the pitch and yaw directions. The re-
commended gimballing arrangement is similar to that on the Phobos
orbiter engine and is presented in Figure V-27. This engine
rotation allows the thrust vector control system to point the
thrust vector through the spacecraft center of mass. A weight
statement for the primary propulsion system for the new 3-axis
earth return vehicle is presented in Table V-15. A total of
91.4 kilograms of propellant has been allocated for expenditure
and an additional 3% for residuals. This appropriation of
residual propellant will be sufficient to insure complete wetting
of the tank exit ports for the entire mission.
b. New 3-Axis Attitude Control Propulsion -The attitude control
propulsion system for the new 3-axis earth return vehicle is a
dual redundant cold gas system of the type used on the Viking
Orbiter. The gas-jet attitude control system will provide torques
required to stabilize the spacecraft during the return transit
phase of the mission from liftoff from Phobos to injection of the
surface sample canister into the Earth's atmosphere. The basic
requirements of the attitude control propulsion system are:
a) maintain spacecraft orientation with respect to the
Sun and the star Canopus during the entire transit;
b) orient the spacecraft to the desired thrust atti-
tudes for trajectory corrections;
c) orient the spacecraft to provide proper attitude of
sample canister prior to Earth atmospheric injection.
The gas-jet attitude control system is a cold gas system using
nitrogen as a propellant. A schematic of the assembly is pre-
sented in Figure V-28. The system consists of a pair of nitrogen
V-81
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supply assemblies, and twelve solenoid valve operated gas jets
interconnected with tubing. A supply assembly consists of a
spherical nitrogen tank with an integral fill valve, pyro-valve,
pressure regulator and pressure and temperature transducer in-
strumentation. Since the propulsion subsystem is inactive until
the return leg of the mission, a normally closed explosive valve
is provided immediately downstream of the nitrogen tank outage
port to eliminate leakage until the system is activated. This
is opened and the system activated just prior to launch from
Phobos. The nitrogen supply tanks are initially charged to a
nominal pressure of 4000 psia. Pressure to the gas jets is con-
trolled to 15 psia by a pneumatic regulator. The quad-roll/yaw
and pitch thruster assemblies are mounted on the outside of the
spacecraft bus as illustrated in Figure V-28. Each of the body
mounted .07 pound thrust jets are canted 7-1/2 degrees to avoid
interference effects with the spacecraft bus. Listed in
Table V-18 is the attitude control system weight statement for
the new 3-axis earth return vehicle. The attitude control and
corresponding nitrogen requirements for the new 3-axis vehicle
are tabulated in Table V-19. The nitrogen attitude control gas
tank will carry 3.09 kilograms of gas (total) of which 1.61
kilograms will be required for normal dual mode operation.
F. TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The communications links required between _the spacecraft and
Earth for the sample return mission will vary depending upon the
mission phase. The phases are: interplanetary cruise, "landed"
operation from the satellite, and the Earth return phase. For
all of the phases, the vehicle must receive and decode uplink
commands from Earth. These requirements are summarized in
Table V-20.
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During interplanetary cruise_ a signal must be transmitted
back to Earth which is phase coherent with the received signal
to provide two-way doppler tracking information. Low data rate
housekeeping telemetry information and two-way pseudo-noise
modulated ranging information is also transmitted during this
phase.
For "landed" operation from the satellite, telemetry informa-
tion is transmitted to Earth at 4 kbps for the baseline landed
orbiter configuration or at a nominal 250 bps for the alternate
round trip control module/lander configuration. The data rate
for the separable lander can be increased to a maximum of 500
bps by combining engineering and science data on a single sub-
carrier instead of dividing these data into two subcarriers as
is done on the Viking '75 Lander. The difference in data rate
capability between the two configurations is due primarily to
the smaller antenna aperture used for the round trip control
module/lander configuration. For both configurations, trans-
mission will be direct to Earth at S-band. There will not be
a relay link since there will not be an additional orbiter.
The baseline landed orbiter communications subsystem will consist
of the Mariner class S-band transponder with redundant 20 watt
output travelling wave tube amplifiers (TWTAs), an articulated
high gain 58 inch diameter parabolic antenna and a low gain
cavity backed cross slot antenna for command reception. Trans-
mission time will be two hours per twenty four hours. Nominal
ground acquisition time is considered to be approximately 15
minutes, leaving 1.75 hours per 24 hours for actual data trans-
mission of 4 kbps. This amounts to a total data volume of 25.2
megabits transmitted to Earth per 24 hour period.
Video transmission to Earth is required to aid the navigation
process prior to and during rendezvous.
V-88
The required data volume per picture is shown in Table V-21
for the Viking Orbiter type television system. The data volume
per picture is seen to be over 5 megabits. In the alternate
mission mode in which the round trip control module is used,
providing a maximum data transmission capability to Earth of
500 bps, a period of 2.9 hours would be required for the trans-
mission of one picture. It therefore becomes necessary to con-
sider a form of pre-modulation data compression to reduce the
data volume prior to transmission.
By the use of a modified delta modulation technique the total
data volume is reduced considerably by the removal of a large
amount of redundant data prior to encoding. A compression ratio
of about 3 is shown in Table V-22, resulting in a total data
volume of 1.75 megabits per picture. At the 500 bps transmission
rate, slightly less than one hour would be required to transmit
or.e picture. This period of time is acceptable to the navigation
determination process.
The following will discuss the requirements and the imple-
mentation of communications subsystem for the baseline sample
return vehicle. Link analyses show that the required minimum
effective radiated power (ERP) to provide doppler tracking of
the vehicle from the ground is 25.3 dbw. This amount or ERP
provides sufficient signal power at the ground DSN receiver to
allow locking of the receiver phase lock loop and to provide the
required system margin. The effective radiated power is the
product of the transmitted power and the antenna gain or the sum
of these two quantities when expressed in dB (ERP = PT(db) +
GT(dh). There are a number of combinations of transmitter power
output and antenna gain meeting the requirement of 25.3 dbw.
Some possible combinations are shown in Table V-23. Telemetry
design control tables for two of the possible combinations are
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shown in Table V-24 and V-25. The combination shown with the
asterisk, transmitter power output of 4 watts (6dbw) and an
antenna gain of 19.3 db was chosen for the baseline return
vehicle communication subsystem point design. The reasons for
choosing this combination are the following: the antenna gain
of 19.3 db is obtainable from a parabolic reflector 20 inches in
diameter which is compatible with the vehicle size and shape, for
the de-spun antenna option. This gain represents a practical
maximum for the size and weight constraints considered here, the
resulting antenna half power beamwidth of 18 degrees is as
narrow as desired for look angle considerations, and the trans-
mitter power output of 4 watts is consistent with the return
vehicle primary power capability.
A plot of required transmitter power output as a function of
antenna half power beamwidth is shown in Figure V-29.
In addition to providing a signal to Earth for doppler track-
ing, downlink telemetry from the return vehicle to Earth can be
sent at a data rate of 40 bits per second. The telemetry design
control table for this link is shown in Table V-26.
The return vehicle S-band communications subsystem will be a
small, lightweight, all solid state package. The block diagram
of this configuration is shown in Figure V-30. There will not be
any new development required for this configuration as it is well
within the present state-of-the-art. The subsystem is similar
to that proposed for the Venus Pioneer program (formerly Planetary
Explorer.)
A weight and power breakdown for the P.E. type return vehicle
communications subsystem elements is given in Table V-27. Redun-
dant elements include the S-band receiver command detector, mod
exciter and S-band power amplifier. The total communications sub-
system weight is slightly over 23 pounds and the required primary
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Table V-24 Telemetry Design Control
NO. PARAMETER
2 TP_USM.,ITIq_'_ CIRCUIT LOSS (DB)
3 TF._#_SMITTI_$S_]/YL}_IA GAIN (DB)
4 TR_SMII_fING m_D_ POI_mNG IDSS (DB)
5 SPACE LOSS (DB)
r= 2297 _z, R= 350 X 10°
POI_/_.I?ATION LOSS (DB)
7 RECEIVING A_A GAIN (DB)
8 P£CEIVING _,_._A POI_/rDIG LOSS (DB)
9 RECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS (DB)
10 NET CIR_T LOSS (DB) (2+3+4+5+5+7+8+9)
11 TOTAL RECEIVED POWER P(T) (D_M)
(1+101
12 FECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL DENSITY
(Dm4/HZ) ELEV : 25 DF_ o
X}}:I_{ NOISE _L_L_ (bEG K) 2t',
2!_ITH NOISE SPEC DDI (DBM/HZ)
C_PT<IER POV_ER/TCffAL POV._ELR(DB)13
15
VALt_
+36 aBM
-o.4
+22.3 dB
-3.0 dB
-27o.5
-o.o5
+61.4 _B
0.00
0.00
-z9o .23dB
-154.23_B
I-183.2dB_
-3.14 dB
T0[Z-PANCE
: :,, _, r± ./[ ADVERSE
0.75
o.o5
o.32
+3.0
0.00
0.02
0.4
0.00
0 o00
3.79
4.54
0.15
1 .C)
RECEIVED CARRIER POWER (Din4) (11+13)2BI<).,-157.34d_M 5.54
C.Ap,'QIF? _TPAC}<TNG (C,)m-WAY)
16 '_E_Z_SHOLD _<_ IN 2_LO (D)
17 i_PE_H0!D CARRIER a%7i-_ ([P_{) (]2+!S+16)
18 ['EEFCPI-tz_K:E _g,.PCI.U (D[-.) (it,-Y/)
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
0._
0.05
o .32
0.0
0.00
0.02
0.4
0.00
0.00
0.79
z.59
0.42
1.0
27
28
29
20
31
32
33
,]
b
3_
!ATA ,3 [ATZ_%L
.qATA PO_,YER/TCCfAL PO',,_R (r_)
WAVEFOFM DISTCRTICN L03S (DB)
/DSS 71tROUGH P&DfO _{$2_ (DB)
U?LI_K S_ IN 2BL_9 (DB) I-WAY
DOW]_LINK SNR IN 2510 (L,B)
SUBCA}t_IE? D_OD LOSS (_B)
BIT SYNC/DE/IECi'IC,.,',_ LO_,-_ (DB)
FECEI'_:D DATA !<)%,,TR(DP_M)
(iI+i9.20+21÷22+23)
_PESHOLU D/,TA Ff';.,q:R (DD-!) ,(12+_Sa+25b) 2
V,..___:-O,__ :_/N <DB) (WER : i0- )
BIT PA_ (DB.B?S) 70 BPS
PEPZOD'.&';CE Y._PcI_! (rUB) (2_-25)
2ATA C/,<;_hL
FATA .r_'_,,-'EP/_/FAL _k}2R (DB)
W#.VE_3D! D!_qD,,:CrIG!; LGSS (DB)
LOSS 'I'I-5_eUGH R_DI0 CfSlT_ (DB)
UP L:TNK SI_. IN 2BLD ([,B) I-WAY
.f_.,4hq.71'_ SL'R IN 2BLo (DB)
Stn_kt_alER E;_!ODUI.AT[C,NLOSS (DB)
BIT CE}A'7/EI_FECTION LOSS (DB)
FZCEIVED FZ_TA PO'¢_R (DBM) (ii+27+28+29+30+31)
_{P_qHOID FATA D)_.IR ([;[_'{) (12+33a+33b)
_EL:SHOLL) VF/N (DR) (BER :
BIT RA'F£ (DB.BF_3)
PER}Dp_X'CE MARC;IN (DB) (32-33)
+8d_
-164.4dB1_
+7.0 dB
-2.89 _B
-0.i dB
-0.i dB
-0.i dB
-0.!
-157.5cIBM
-16Z .75dBM
+_-O dB
+I8.45 dB
+4.25 _B
mm----
i.ii
6.65
o.3
0.i
0.i
0.i
0;i
5.24
0.15
0.0
0.0
5.39
2.9 o
0.00
mmwB
0.42
-3.0
O.3
O.1
O.1
O.1
0.i
2.29
0.42
0.00
4 Watts
30" Dish
@:@._R
45 2 °
_+ZC_
Block Coded
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Table V-25 Telemetry Design Control
NO. P_lgAw_qZ'R
2 TRA_,S,YITTING CIRCUIT LOSS (DB)
3 TP/_SMI2TR_Z A_ZV_._.[AGAIN (DB)
%?_,'?MI,_TIA_ IV_tA POIhTING LOSS (DB)
S SPACE LOSS (DB)
_,f
F = 2297 MHz,R = 350 x i0°
6 POLARIZATION LOSS (DB)
7 RECEIVPAG ANTE_ GAIN (DB)
8 RECEIVING A_"TENNA PODCTING LOSS (DB)
9 RECEIVI_ CIRCUIT LOSS (DB)
I0 ,_T CIRCUIT LOSS (DB) (2+3+_+5+6+7+8+9)
ii TOTAL P£CEIVED POWER P(T) (DBM)
(i+10)
12 RECEIVER NOISE SPECTRAL D_SITY 4o
(Dr_'JHZ)ELEV= 25 Om 28"K __3oZrSITH_qO_TSEThe (_ K)
ZZNI_ NOISE SPEC DE_ (DBM/HZ)
13 C_]%RIER I<)W}TR,I_qYTfAL POWER (DB)
14 RECEIVED CARRIER PO_R (DBM) (11+13)2 BL O
15 C_gT_ THP.ESHOLD N0!<_E P].:(DB.HZ) 12 HZ
C,_9!TR ,'?ACK!N_ (O._-'.t&Y)
16 TH.PESHOLD S_ IN 2BLO (DB)
17 :n_.Z3]{OLD CARRIER POZ"_R (EP_M) (12+15+]6)
.......I (DB) (14-17)
LED\ 'el _J_£EL
19 _.TA FG'.TR/Tt_AL POWKR (DB)
20 MAI_ZFOEM DISTO}{FION IDSS (DB)
21 bOSS THROIIIH RADIO SYSqlD--_(DB)
UPLIN]," SI_IRIN 2BID (DB) I-W_Y
DOWNLIWK SNR IN 2BLO (DB)
22 SUBCa_=jgIER DL_JDD LOSS (DS)
23 BIT S_TAC/DEFECTION LOSS (DB)
2% pZCET'/CD DATA POWYIR (D_)
(11+19+20+21%22+23)
25 Tf{P_Sb'!ID FATA PO&_R (59;4) (12+25a+2Sbl -- :
%0 "lO- )b BIT _A'I_ (DB.BPS)
26 PL/PFO_:.:,_:_CEYTLm_S!N (DB) (2_-75)
ZATA C%A.:2fEL
DATA PO'_gR/,n2TAL PO_ (DB)
WAVEFOZH DISTORTION LOSS (DB)
LOSS _m_trj{ RADIO Efg[_iM (DB)
U[LI_K S_ IN 2BL0 (DB) I-'_AY
D(_.,?_I_ SNR IN 2BIjO (DB)
SUT_ARR!I:R D[.YOL_IbkTICN I_SS (DB)
BIT _:'NC/DCi]ICflON LOSS ([:B)
RECE]VL_D FATA /OWER (/.F,I':) (II_27+28_29÷30+31]
'I_{PESHP]_ ?AT_ .mi%+q_R(:)bM) (]2÷3_a+33b)
_ESHOLD FrlN (DB) (BI_ :
_IT RATE (DB.BPS)
Pf:_fOEt:¢,'CEY.APqlN (DB) (32-33)
NOMIN_£
V_lb_
+4o d_M
-0.4 dB
+i5.3 _m
-3.O d_
-270.5 d_
-O.3 _B
+61.4 d_
0.00
0.00
-197.5dB
-157.5dB_
-183.2&BI_
-3.i4 dB
-16o .6dB_
+10.8 d]3
+8aB
-164.4dB)
+3.8 dB
-2.89 dB
-0.i dB
-0.i dB
-0 .i dB
-0.i dB
-16o o8_.
-164.2dB_
+3.4 _B
FAVOP_IZ
0.75
0.05
0.32
3.0
0.0
0.02
0.4
0.00
0.00
3.79
4.54
o.15
1.0
5.54
0.96
m_mm
1.11
6.65
o.3
0.I
O.i
O.i
0.i
5.24
o.15
o.o
o.o
5.39
TOLL'R_NCE
_DVERSE
0.8
o.o5
o .32
o.o
o.o
o.o2
0.4
o .oo
0,00
0.79
1.59
0.42
1.0
2.99
0.00
_mm_
0.42
-3.0
O.3
0.i
0.i
0.i
0.i
2.29
0.42
0.00
0.00
-2.71
_0TES
I0 Watts
30" HImBW
13" Diameter
Parabola
@:0.8R
o)
+_1o%
Block Coded
oo
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oo
c'J
,,:=-
0
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°r=-
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r_ o-o
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Table V-26 Telemetry Design Control
NO.
ii
I
I
I
13 1
14
15
.... !
i
i
16 [
17 :
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
a
b
26
27
28
29
3O
31
32
-3j_
J "_I;
P,_.RAM}LTZR
T_ffAL T)_:;tYiT_qq:iR_<tJilR (IF{O
TFANSMI2TING CIRCUTT LOSS (DB)
TP_SHFFTI_g A}:FKNNA CAIN (DB)
TF_fh >'ITTT_g ALq'_-21A 90IhT[NG LOSS (DB)
SPACE LOSS (DB) f
r :22o7 _Iz,R : 350 x i0°
rnmsTT_rlot:_ss (__B)
.RZCEi'TrNG A'CFf]_:LAC_N (DB)
PECETVTHG ,_:_2_A pCT_:L'L'G LOSS (DB)
PECEIVING CIRCUIT LOSS (DB)
NET CIRCUIT bOSS (DB) (2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9)
T_FAL REC_I_D PO%_R P('1_ _DSM)
(l+IO)
FFCET_R NOISE SPECTRAL DFNSITY
(D_/HZ) msv : 25
713q!TH NnISE TLMP (I)Ef] K)
_ITH NOISE SPEC D_ (DBM/HZ)
CAPJ%IER DO_T/R/TOTAL POWTIR (DB)
RECEIVTSD C_RRIER POU_R (DBM) (II+Is)2BLom
('A___I[_: 7_?F?!{_LD ,UOTSE _,_ (DB.HT) ]2 HZ
r._ppliF "I.?.CQKZ_?'7.- (O:,!k'-_,Z.Y)
_,_SI]CLD St,,'P l:J 2BLO (D_)
Aw--_lpTHP}]SI{PI_)C.5. R PO%,_IR(i_{) (12+15+16)
NOt'I,_LAL
VALL_
-o.4
+19.3 dB
-3.o _B
-27o.5
-0.3 aB
+61.4 dB
O.CO
O.OO
-193.5 d_
-157.5dBM
-183.2aBM
-3.14 dB
-16o.6dBM
+10.8 dB
0 .O5
o.32
3.0
0 .OO
0.02
0.4
0.00
0 .GO
3.79
4.54
0.15
i.O
5.54
0.96
+8dB
-164.4dBN 1.11
TOILm._.NCE
A_U.'_wp.SE
U.C,
o.o5
O .32
0,0
0.00
0.02
0.4
0.O0
C.O0
0.79
.59
0.42
1.0
2.99
0.00
0.42
PFPFCP,'-:<UCE !-,t; IN (LT{) (lU-i7)
[-A': A CP_%'C_:k
Db.TA }" <-2:P/f q."<L PC_,ff,_R(DB)
WAVE_;f'H DIST_,_'!'_C,,_,_ LOSS (DB)
iDSS q}l?Ctl3J{ _:LIO L-WSTTli, (DB)
UT'LI_F S;i_ TN ,:'-_L,O (D_) !-_%Y
DO_)_LINK S_?R _ 2BbO (DB)
SUBC_i_RIER D}_'CD LOq_ (DB)
BIT Slq;C/DETECT/DN [D.SS (DB)
RECEIVED DATA bOkTP.. (DI{".)
(11+19+20+21+22+23)
_I{PESHOLD DATA POt,TKR (?SM) (12+_5a+21bJ
:_<_ESHO.'_ _/:: (DB) ,(WER - i0-_)
BIT PA2t1 (DB.B}T) 40 BPS
_._,.=_._.:'.,::c£tt.:gsIt,'.(DB) (24-25)
CATA LI:._;2 }TL
BATA PO'_;ZR/_UTAL .r_k]_R(DB)
WAVEFOPJ< D!STCFC!ON LOSS (DB)
LOSS 7_?0_}l ?_DIO .<'YS'A71 (1)B)
UPLIN]< St_ IN 2BLO (DB) !-<<AY
D(7,_T,_,I_ SNR IN 2Bbo (DB)
$UW'J2Rt)R LL_!_'LtqATIC_{LOSS (DB)
BIT L'Y?.C/DL'FFC?IONIOSS ([B)
RECEI:_L bATA F'W%R (DFH) (!1+27+28+29+30+31[
_'_5:}:3HOID DATA ._)_U_ (]'_.!) (12+33a+SSb')
,'_5'l:.i!Okl FE.'N (D[_) (BER :
BIT fATF (I;B. BPS)
_EI?}UP>Lr'2;('E W'2.;IN (DE) (3?-33)
+3.8 dB
-2.89 dB
-0.i dB
-0.i dB
-O.i dB
-0.I dB
-160.8dB_
6.65
o.3
0.I
0.i
0.I
0.i
5.24
0.15
0.0
-3.0
-164.2dB_
+3.O dB
J+16 dB
+3.4
0.O
5.39
o.3
0.i
0.i
O.1
O.1
2.29
0.42
0.00
0.00
-2;71
4 Watts
IS o HPBW
20" Dish
Block Ceded
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power slightly over 21 watts, If the electronically despun
antenna option is employed, the total subsystem wieght increases
to 25 pounds since the despun antenna will weigh 7 pounds vs
5 pounds for the parabolic dish.
A conceptual drawing of the electronically despun antenna
is shown in Figure V-31. Operation with a despun antenna would
be required if the spin axis of the vehicle were perpendicular
to the plane of the ecliptic.
The electronically despun antenna will consist of 24 bifilar
helical elements located 15 degrees apart on a 14 inch diameter
cylinder 6 inches high. Each bifilar helix is approximately 15
inches long by 1.7 inches in diameter and oriented normal to the
cylinder (normal to vehicle spin axis). The despun beam will be
normal to the spin axis and directed toward Earth using the sun
pulse to give directional information. The antenna will have
the following characteristics:
Gain
Gain Ripple
HPBW
Element Length
Total Array Diameter
Weight
Phase Jitter
De-spin Rate
Efficiency
+19 dbi
2.5 db
17 ° x 17 °
15 inches (bifilar helices)
44 inches
6 inches
7 ibs
+ 5°
0 to lO0 rpm
43%
The communications subsystem configuration and capability
for the alternate round trip control module/lander configura-
tion is shown in Figure V-32. For "landed" operation, a hybrid
S-band subsystem will be employed. This will consist of a com-
bination of solid state low power P.E. type modules in conjunc-
tion with Mariner type TWTAs for a power output of 20 watts. An
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articulated 30 inch diameter high gain antenna and low gain
command antenna (both VL '75 type) and a VL '75 type recorder
with 40 megabit storage capacity will be used. The data trans-
mission capability to Earth will be 500 bits per second.
For the return vehicle, the heavy high power TWTAs and
associated components will be "left behind" and the return
vehicle communications subsystem will consist of the P.E. type
modules with 4 watts output at S-band and the articulated 30
inch diameter high gain S-band antenna.
G. POWER
The baseline configuration utilizes the Viking Orbiter for the
journey from Earth to Mars. It carries with it the scientific
package together with a spin stabilized sample return vehicle.
Its power system is the original solar panel/battery system.
The return vehicle is provided with body mounted solar cells.
Table IV-28 lists the main elements for this configuration.
The Viking Orbiter is provided with 160 sq ft of solar panels.
The output of the solar cells decreases as the spacecraft travels
from Earth to Mars due to variation of light intensity according
to the inverse square ratio. However, the output power from a
silicon solar cell increases with decreasing temperature partially
compensating for the variation in radiant solar intensity. Ex-
amination of flight data from Mariner VII shows that the rela-
tionship of output to distance from the Sun can be modeled by the
expression:
Specific output = 10.42 W/ft 2
C%n space) AU 1.59
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where AU is the distance of the spacecraft from the Sun in astro-
nautical units. When the orbiter is landed on Phobos the back
surfaces of the solar panels can no longer radiate to space,
causing the temperature of the panels to be higher. For pur-
poses of establishing a modeling relationship the panels are
assumed to perform as if their back surfaces were thermally in-
sulated. For the purposes of computing specific output this is
a conservative assumption. The resulting expresion for specific
output of the panels when the vehicle is in the landed condition
is then:
Specific output - 7.62 W/ft 2
(landed) AUI.59
The total output of the panels is the product of the specific
output and the area intercepting the Sun's rays, which varies
with the time of day. Figure V-33 shows panel output as a func-
tion of Sun angle from the zenith at an AU distance from the Sun
of 1.666 which corresponds to the time of liftoff from the sur-
face of Phobos on November 19, 1983. At this time Mars is near
its aphelion distance. As seen from Figure V-33, the output of
the solar panels is sufficient to supply the electrical loads
totaling 298 watts incurred during transmission.
As stated, the worst case from the standpoint of power out-
put system occurs near the end of the landed period. Shown
below are the power margins for various dates starting with the
landing on Phobos on October 13, 1982. The spacecraft is assumed
to be landed and the solar panels positioned so that they droop
32 degrees below the horizontal. It is also assumed that 2 hours
per orbit of transmission are needed which requires a remaining
margin of power at a Sun angle of 47.5 degrees from the zenith.
Values shown are for this angle with a corresponding solar panel
area intercept of 91.6 sq ft.
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Date AU Distance Panel Output (W) Margin (W)
Oct. 13, 1982 1.415 402 104
(Arrival)
Dec. 20, 1982 1.380 418 120
Mar. i0, 1983 1.423 398 100
Jun. 8, 1983 1.532 354 56
Aug. 7, 1983 1.610 327 29
Nov. 19, 1983 1.666 310 12
(Departure)
Shown in Table V-29 are the power needs for the various phases
of operation employed in the return of the science sample to Earth.
The maximum power required is 38.4 watts. The spin stabilized
type return vehicle possesses an area of 40 sq ft of body mounted
solar cells. In the interests of holding the weight of the re-
turn vehicle to a minimum, no energy storage is provided, it
being assumed that the spin stabilized vehicle will be able to
maintain solar orientation through maneuvers. Voltage control dur-
ing light load periods is obtained through use of a shunt regulator
and dump load bank.
The area available upon the vehicle for body mounted solar cells
consists of two areas, one in the form of a cone and the other in
the form of a cylinder. At the start of the return journey, the
angle of the spin axis to the sunline is 38 degrees. This gradual-
ly increases to 90 degrees as the spacecraft approaches Earth.
However, the combination of distance from the Sun and intercept
area is such that the minimum power condition occurs just after
launch.
The return vehicle is equipped with solar cells on the forward
cone portion having a lateral area of 14.65 sq ft and on the cy-
lindrical portion having an area of 25.16 sq ft. As stated,
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initially on return the spin axis is at an angle of 38 degrees to
the sunline. Aspect ratios useful in determining the solar
intercept for different body shapes have been developed in re-
ference i. These ratios may be used in obtaining an estimate of
available power as follows:
Item Installed Area (sq ft) Aspect Ratio Intercept (sq ft)
Cone 14.65 0.55 8.05
Cylinder 25.16 0.195 4.90
12.95
The specific output at 1.66 AU, the distance to the Sun at
the beginning of the return journey, for a solar panel, is 4.63
w/ft 2. This, when applied to the area, gives an available output
of 60.1 watts.
The alternate configuration consists of a 3-axis stabilized
vehicle which is used both for the journey to and the return from
Mars. The power system consists of oriented solar cells, a
SNAP-19 radioisotope thermoelectric generator (RTG), and nickel-
cadmium batteries. The RTG and one set of batteries are left on
the satellite. Details of the power system are given in
Table V-30. A block diagram of the RTG together with battery
charging provisions is shown in Figure V-34. Table V-31 gives a
listing by mission phases of the power requirements for the pre-
ferred alternate configuration in travel from Earth to Mars.
During cruise the power sources are sufficient to supply needs
but during operation of imagery science and during lander descent
the batteries operate in a load share mode. Power requirements
during landed operations are given in Table V-32. During standby
the 35-watt RTG recharges the batteries so that the peak demands
of imaging, sampling and data transmission can be carried out.
Table V-33 shows power requirements for the preferred alternate
configuration in its return to Earth. The solar panel system is
adequate to supply power needs except during Sun loss due to
maneuvers or Sun occultations when the battery is used.
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Figure V-35 describes the recovery package power supply. In
order to avoid the weight and complexity of conditioning equip-
ment to maintain a wet battery for two years, a self-activated dry
charged silver zinc battery is used to power the transponder dur-
ing the parachutedescent phase. But since this type of battery
has a short life, once activated, a sea water battery is used
once the package is afloat. Considerable development and testing
(reference 2) has been carried out by the U. S. Navy on sea
water activated batteries. The design envisioned for this appli-
cation would employ a magnesium anode and an iron screen cathode.
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VI. PHOBOS/DEIMOS ROVER CONCEPTS
Phase I analyses indicated that wheeled, flying, and de-
ployable boom science mobility modes should be examined in
greater detail in Phase II to determine their capability to be
tailored to, operate in, and take advantage of the unique low
gravity environments of Ph0bos and Deimos (see Table VI-I) and
to evaluate their relative operational and weight character-
istics. Phase II mobility analyses utilized the baseline sep-
arable lander concept developed in Phase I as illustrated in
Figure VI-I. Benefits that can be realized through addition
of mobility to this, or any other, Phobos/Deimos Lander include
the following:
i) Access to surface variations
- "Best" landing sites (smooth) "Best" science
sites (irregular)
- Best science sites cannot be determined until
after landing
2) Increased data return
- Remove lander from depression
- Maintain favorable communication windows
3) Removal from landing site contamination
4) Separation from lander interferences (requires
separable science)
- RTG radiation
- Outgassing
- Noise (electrical, magnetic, mechanical)
With wheeled systems, the low gravity permits the use of
large diameter, light-weight wheels which give the rover high
obstacle performance capability with a mobility subsystem
weight (approximately 12 kg) well below that required for
similar performance on a Lunar or Mars rover.
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A flying rover is attractive since low AVs are required for
ballistic hops in the low-g environment and no totally new
subsystems must be added to achieve post-landed mobility.
Weight charged to flying mobility would include larger tanks
and fuel loads and reusable shock absorbers in the landing legs.
Furlable booms are the third concept considered, such systems
having significantly greater range per unit weight than booms
used in higher-g environments. Although booms only provide
access to the lander's immediate surroundings, such science
mobility may be desirable on a simple first mission or in the
event extreme surface irregularities prevent lander mobility.
The following sections describe these mobility modes in
greater detail and present the results of analyses of mobility
dynamics, navigation, and communications for Phobos/Deimose
rover missions.
A. PHOBOS/DEIMOS WHEELED ROVER
1. Overall Configuration
Traveling on three 2.0 m diameter "umbrella-frame" wheels,
the Phobos/Deimos rover shown in Figure VI-2 displays the
lightweight wheels that can be used in the low-g environment.
With a nominal vertical static load of less than one pound per
wheel, only one square inch of surface contact area is required
per wheel to keep the contact load in the desirable range
below one psi.
Due to the low loads (including drivemotor torque) on the
wheels, each spoke can carry the entire static and dynamic load
without support from adjacent spokes.
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As shown in Figure VI-3, the wheels used on the rover are
folded for stowage similar to an umbrella. This permits stowage
of each wheel and its one-watt drivemotor within a 12 cm dia-
meter by 1.3 m long envelope. Opening each wheel would be
accomplished, on command, using a spring-loaded slide on the
axle, the wheels opening fully during the first full revolution
of the drives. The wheels' treads consist of 3 cm diameter
balls on the ends of the spokes.
2. Wheeled Mobility Performance
Of the three candidate mobility techniques, the wheeled
concept is the most conventional. Three configurations have
been conceived for a three-wheeled, Phobos/Deimos rover, all
adding a wheel on each of the three landing legs. Since the pay-
load is assumed identical for each configuration, the mobility
performance afforded by each will be dependent upon the relation-
ships between Center of Mass (CM) and wheel location.
Figure Vl-4 shows the three configurations considered in
tsstuy i
I II 111
Figure VI-4 Mobility Configurations
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Confisuration Characteristics
Wheel Diameter
Center of Mass Elevation Above Wheel Hubs
Overall Length (Wheels Deployed)
Overall Width (Wheels Deployed)
Overall Height (Wheels Deployed)
2.0 m
1.0 m
8.8m
6.8 m
3.0m
The performance characteristics are discussed in the follow-
ing paragraphs.
a. Slope Climbin$ Capability - Assuming sufficient avail-
able drive-motor output power, the maximum slope that can be
climbed for a soft, noncohesive surface is close to the natural
angle of repose of the surface material which is closely related
to the angle of internal friction. The Phobos/Demios Engineer-
ing Model predicts angles of friction between 25 and 40 degrees.
Thus the lower limit of slope climbing capability may be less
than 25 degrees. The upper limit could be greater than 40 de-
grees if the surface is cohesive and active grousers were added
to the wheels. If the latter case exists, slope climbing cap-
ability might be limited by pitch stability which is discussed
later.
b. Ground Clearance - For the concepts considered, the
ground clearance is a minimum of one wheel radius near the
wheels, increasing as the body is approached. Thus the ground
clearance will be greater than one meter.
c. Mobility Power - Because of the low gravity of Phobos
and Deimos, the energy required for mobility will be small.
Although the "umbrella" wheel is designed for performance rather
than for minimum power consumption; the power will be small.
By extrapolating results of mobility tests performed by the
U. S. Army Waterways Experiment Station and assuming an
VI-9
inefficient wheel, an energy consumption of 0.3 w'hr/km-nt can
be assumed for level surfaces. For a 450 kg payload, g = 3 cm/
2
sec , and a 15 degree average upslope, the total energy expended
will be about i0 w. hr/km, assuming 50% efficiency in the drive
system. The power will then be a function of velocity which,
in turn, will be dependent upon dynamic performance and stability
requirements. For a nominal velocity of 0. i km/hr, the required
input power will be 1 watt.
d. Depression Spannin$ Capability - The ability to cross
over an infinitely deep depression is expressed in terms of the
maximum width which can be successfully spanned. For Configura-
tion I the worst case will occur when the wheels 2 and 3 are
trailing and go into a depression simultaneously. For this case,
the load on wheel 1 (LI) can be approximated from:
L 1 = (L2 + L3) ( _/2 - R) where £= 4.5 m
L1 = (L2 + L3) (1/2 - R/_ ) R = 1 m
nI = .28 (L2 + n3)
The traction produced by wheels 2 and 3 is:
2
F__ _ L l_Sin_ + _ (L2 + L3) Cos_ + LiCos_
where _ = pull coefficient
= wheels contact angle
For the depression to be crossed, the net force, Ft - (L2 + L3)
Sin_, must be greater than zero. Assuming a pull coefficient of
0.6, the following condition for successful depression negotia-
bility is defined for configuration I.
0.36 LiSin_ + .6 [(L 2 + L3)Cos_ + LiCos_ ] - (L2 + L3)Sin_ >0
Since L2 + L3 = 3.6 LI, the inequality becomes:
V1-10
2.8 Cos@ > 3.24 Sin@
or
<41 °
The width of the depression may now be determined from the
relationship:
Sin@ = W/2R
Thus for configuration I, W is 1.3 meters.
max
Employing the same analysis technique, the depression
spanning capability of Configuration II may be determined. The
load ratios will be L 1 = .71 (L 2 + L3). For D = 0.6 the in-
equality will be:
<53 °
This results in value of W of 1.6 meters.
max
The third configuration will have the best depression scann-
ing capability of all three since when any wheel is in a de-
pression the other two are providing traction. The limiting
contact angle is 74 degrees which gives a maximum crevice spann-
ing capability of 1.92 meters at a pull coefficient of 0.6.
This value of 1.92 meters also represents the maximum depression
width that can be spanned by one wheel of configurations I and
II at _ = 0.6.
e. Step Climbin$ Capability - The step climbing capability
(maximum negotiable step height) is closely related to the de-
pression spanning. The worst case for configuration I occurs
when wheels 2 and 3 are trailing and contact a step simultane-
ously. The contact angle with _ = 0.6 will be the same as for
depression spanning or a maximum of 41 ° . For Steps this angle
is defined by:
Cos_ = (R - Z)/R where Z = step height
VI-11
Thus, the worst case maximum step that can be climbed by
configuration I is approximately 0.25 meter. For configura-
tion II the maximum contact angle is 53 degrees. Thus for
= 0.6, configuration II will be limited to climbing steps
less than 0.35 meters. The third configuration will be able
to climb larger steps since it will always have 2 wheels supply-
ing traction. Its maximum step climbing capability will be
defined either by ground clearance or the ability of the rear
wheel to start up a step. If the step is higher than one
wheel radius, the pull coefficient must be greater than 0.9.
At _ = 0.6 the limiting value of contact angle is 74 degrees,
giving a maximum step height of 0.75 meters.
f. Vehicle Stability - Roll and pitch stability must be
maintained during surface traverses. The maximum allowable
roll and pitch angles for the three configurations are listed
below. In each case the axis of rotation is taken as the line
between 2 wheels.
Confisuration
I
II
III
Max. Roll An$1e Max. Pitch An$1e
66 ° 66 °
59 ° 74 °
66 ° 66 °
•_==e ang _ m_ast _ H_ _wr_eded bv the sum of the slope angle
and angle due to obstacle impact which is a function of obstacle
size, wheel dynamics, and operating velocity.
g. Operating Velocity - The operating velocity should be a
value which can provide the largest range while maintaining
stability. When the rover contacts an obstacle such as a step,
there will be angular deflection due to the kinetic energy
2
which is 1/2 Mv.. The worst case assumes that this energy
l
changes to rotational energy. This gives an initial angular
VI-12
velocity (_i) of:
" M
e=Tv 1
Considering configuration I, since it has the lowest pitch
stability margin, the inertia about the rear axle will be:
I_ = _3 (2"25)2 = 1.7 M
The moment due to gravity opposing this rotation will produce an
-2
angular deceleration of 2.25 Mg/I@ or 1.32 x i0 g . This
acceleration must overcome the initial velocity before the
stability limit angle is reached. If the vehicle is going up a
slope the angular deflection is less than the limit. For this
analysis a slope of 30 degrees will be assumed, making the max-
imum angle 36 degrees or approximately 0.6 radian. Using the
following relationships and a g of 1 cm/sec 2, the maximum
allowable velocity can be found: At
.77 Vo - 1.32 x 10-2t = 0 (E-I)
l
-22
.77 v t - 0.66 x i0 t = 0.6 (E-2)
1
At the point that the velocity is zero the maximum displace-
ment occurs. Thus as in equation E-I, t may be expressed in
terms of v.. This value of t is then substituted in E-2 to
l
find the value of vo which satisfies the inequality. For this
i
case the maximum value of vo is 16 cm/sec.
l
The worst case for roll stability is configuration II with
the roll axis represented by a line between wheels 1 and 2 or
1 and 3. Assuming a 30 ° lateral slope, the stability limit
angle is 29 degrees or 0.51 radian. Performing an analysis
similar to that just used, the maximum velocity for maintain-
ing roll stability for configuration II is 13 cm/sec. The
inertia for this case is I_ = 0.92
VI-13
For a vehicle which has an elastic wheel, some of t_e initial
energy will be expended as work in compressing the wheel, there-
by decreasing the angular displacements and increasing the max-
imum safe velocity. To point out the effects of gravity upon
dynamic performance, the maximum velocity for the same con-
figurations operating on Earth can be determined. For roll
stability the velocity limit is 4.1 m/sec and for pitch stability
5 m/sec, again for an inelastic wheel.
3. Wheeled Mobility Simulation
Martin Marietta's digital simulation of unmanned roving
vehicle dynamics, Reference Vl-l, was used to analyze the perfor-
mance of a four-wheeled Phobos rover. A four-wheeled configura-
tion was used since it was in the digital program and three-wheel
configurations were not.
A detailed discussion of the program including the logic,
method, and program listing is provided by reference 7.
The four wheeled rover model has a wheel base of 3 meters
and a tread of 2.5 meters. The total body mass is 450 kg. which
includes two i0 kg masses placed to locate the combined center
of mass at the geometric center. The total body inertia of
the three rectangular masses about the yaw axis at the mass center
is 615 kg/m 2. The gravitational constant was 0.01 m/sec 2.
The wheels are modeled as flexible with a wheel deflection
coefficient of 15 nt/m and internal damping Qf 28.6 nt-sec°
m
The rover velocity limit per wheel is 0. i m/sec.
The soil properties include curves for the bearing pressure
vs. sinkage and wheel thrust vs. slippage. PHI is the angle of
internal friction. The program also stores the Bekker soil
Vl-14
constants to allow use of the theoretical curve fit equations.
The following computer runs use the Lunar Nominal and Mars -
Dune and Lag Gravel soil models.
Table VI-2 gives the vehicle characteristics and soil
properties used for the Phobos/Deimos data runs.
The Rover program accepts the step perturbations as a fun-
ction of the vehicle range from the start. The steps are input
for the left and right wheels independent of body yaw. The
step height ranges from 2.5% to 40% of the wheel radius.
Figure VI-5 shows the obstacle location with respect to the
rover body.
The wheel velocity vs time curve in Figure VI-6 shows the
acceleration for a soil with cohesion (Run i) and without
cohesion (Runs 2, 3, 4). Thus the available thrust is much
greater for a soil with cohesion. The velocity as plotted is
a function of wheel slippage, motor rise-time, wheel contact
area, wheel load, and sinkage. The relationship is further de-
fined by the wheel slip vs. time curve.
The Rover program determines the body attitude change due
to the step based on the net forces on each wheel. These forces
are derived from the potential soil thrust, the time duration
required to traverse the obstacle, and the vehicle forces which
resist the motion. Thus in Run i of Figure Vl-7, the cohesive
soil provides more attitude change than Runs 2, 3 and 4. The
vehicle "sees" the step at wheel i and begins to yaw negative.
The vehicle then "sees" the step at wheel 2. There is a period of
time that, dependent on the vehicle velocity and step height,
the vehicle "sees" both steps. The vehicle clears the first
step but is still negotiating the last step.
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Run I provided unexpected acceleration (greater than grav-
itutional input) and;yaw perturbations which can be explained
by the thrust differential caused by the varying wheel contact
area at the step and the soil cohesion.
B. PHOBOS/DEIMOS FLYING ROVER
The flying rover shown in Figure VI-8 appears essentially
the same as the baseline lander shown previously. The only
visible change is the larger tankage required for mobility
fuel. The one-shot shock absorbers in the baseline system
would be replaced by reusable shock absorbers using electrical
or gas actuators.
As developed in Phase I, Figure VI-9 depicts the vertical
velocity required to reach Altitude (H) and Flight Duration (T)
in gravity fields ranging from the lowest Deimos level to the
highest Phobos level projected in the Phobos/Deimos Engineering
model. Once launched off the surface with the necessary AVz,
the indicated flight sequence is followed.
An example of a flying rover traverse segment is illustrated
in Figure VI-10. This example used a nominal Phobos gravita-
tional level of 0.01 m/sec 2 and calls for traversing over a i00 m
obstacle on the way to a destination 800m away and 50m lower
than the launch site. Using the curves in Figure VI-9, 1.5 m/sec
provides clearance over the 100m obstacle and a flight time of
300 seconds to point number (3) on the trajectory. The flight
sequence (steps 1 through 4) requires 7.7 m/sec of AV and 1.9 kg
of fuel, neglecting gravity losses. Many variations on this
sequence are possible including one designed to minimize landing
Vl-20
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site alteration by the main vertical thrusters. For this type
of operation, an additional AVZ of 1.5 m/sec would be used to
stop descent at point 3 in the Figure VI-10 example. The
rover would then free-fall to the surface, impacting i00 seconds
later with a velocity of 1 meter per second. This sequence
eliminates the final AV 2 shown, giving a new increase of 0.7
m/sec form a total AV of 8.5 m/sec and consumption of 2.1 kg
of fuel.
C. DEPLOYABLE BOOM INSTRUMENT MOBILITY
Several extendible/retractible boom constructions have been
developed over the past decade. For multiple extension/retrac-
tion cycles reel stored configurations have demonstrated good
performance characteristics. Typical of these configurations is
the Bi-stem configuration developed by SPAR Aerospace Corporation.
Table VI-3 presents structural characteristics of different
size booms constructed from beryllium copper and stainless
steel. These two materials are commonly used for extendible
booms since they exhibit a high ratio of yield strength to
_du!us of E!astic_ty. The stainless steel construction provides
a stronger structural member for less weight than the corres-
poinding BeCu construction. Thus, the following discussion
will consider only stainless steel booms.
For science instrument deployment at the end of a boom, it
is assumed that no roll torque will be produced. The critical
parameters for defining maximum extension length are the critical
bending moment at the boom root (Mr) and the tip deflection
(_). It will not be desirable for the boom to push against the
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surface since column buckling might occur or the force exerted
by the boom might push the lander across the surface or tip it
over. This the boom tip must be maintained above the surface.
I. Bending Moment
The bending moment at the boom root will be the sum of the
moments due to the instrument mass, the boom mass, and the mass
of the instrument cable. The instrument cable will be assumed
-3
to consist of ten #30 leads resulting in a mass of 7.5 x i0
kg/m. The boom mass is given in Table VI-3. The resultant
moment expression is:
= NbcgL2Mto t M.gLz + /2.
Where: M = instrument mass (kg)
i
_c boom + cable mass per unit
length (kg/m)
L = boom extension length (m)
g = gravitational acceleration
(m/sec 2)
In actual practice, the value of Mto t should not exceed 80% of
the critical bending moment.
2. Deflection Characteristics
The tip deflection of extendible booms loaded with an in-
strument should be kept reasonable small to maximize the actual
reach. Deflection of the tip due to load and boom weight may be
determined from the expressions:
pL 3 WL 4
_i = 7 ; 2 - 8 where 6 = deflection due to tipI
load (cm)
= deflection due to
2
boom and cable load (cm)
VI-26
% = flexural stiffiness (nt
2
cm )
W = weight per unit length
(nt/m)
P = instrument load (nt)
Boom tip deflection as a function of length for instrument
mass up to I0 kg is shown in Figure VI-II. In order to keep the
boom tip from contacting the surface, the boom deployment mech-
anism must be rotated up as the boom is extended. The pitch
angle required at the boom root may be approximated by assuming
that the deflected boom represents an arc of a circle. The
tip slope angle (_) may be determined from the expression:
= WL 3 pL 2
6 2
Referring to the diagram below, this angle will be the angle
subtended by the deflected boom. Using this angle the chord
length (C) may be calculated as:
a \
(_ = L/R
c, = ZRS,n Ca/z)
J
c :T S,n
%
The required base evaluation angle will then be:
-i
g = Sin (_/C)
r
This angle is shown in Figure VI-II as a function of boom length
for a i0 kg instrument mass.
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3. Power Requirements
The energy expended during each deployment cycle will equal
the product of a total extension length times the sum of re-
traction and extension forces. It will be assumed that the
forces associated with the cable will be one tenth of the boom
forces. Energy associated with elevating the boom will be
negligible. The energy required will vary from ioi w. hr to
3.8 w. hr for boom diameters between 2.18 and 5.1 cm. Power
required can be obtained by multiplying energy times desired
extension velocity.
4. Weight Impact
The payload mass increase due to incorporation of a boom
included the cable deployment mechanism, cable, boom, and boom
deployment mechanism. Estimated mass of the cable deployment
-3
system is i0 kg. The cable mass is assumed to be 7.5 x I0
kg/m as stated previously. The boom deployment mechanism mass
varies as a function of boom diameter. The total delta mass of
boom systems as a function of length is shown in Figure VI-II.
D. PHOBOS/DEIMOS ROVER NAVIGATION CONCEPT
In the design of a Phobos/Deimos Rover navigation system,
it would be of great advantage from a reliability, cost, and
time viewpoint if Viking Lander/Orbiter hardware could be used.
Since this hardware includes inertial navigation equipment and
imaging equipment, it appears to meet the state sensing re-
quirements. That is, it will be able to sense changes in
velocity in an inertial coordinate system and update that system
from an external source. Most of the hardware that comprises
VI-29
the navigation system discussed herein is Viking equipment.
The Phobos/Deimos rover navigation system concept presented
here consists of two vidicon cameras, an inertial measurement
unit, an odometer, a computer, and a communication system, con-
figured as depicted in the block diagram, Figure VI-12.
Each of the two cameras has two uses. One camera is used
for stellar imaging and as one element in the range finder.
The other camera is used for science and as the other element
in the range finder. The stellar sensor vidicon camera is
rigidly fixed to the inertial measurement unit truss. The
truss assembly, however, can be gimballed to provide viewing
access to a large region of the sky. The stellar data tech-
nique employed enables the readout of the presence of a star,
its magnitude and location on the vidicon without having to
process data on an empty region of the sky. The system is
compatible with the data rate limitations implied by RF commun-
ication or onboard data processing. The readout beam is driven
via a D to A converter using a clock to generate the frame scan.
When the threshold detector is crossed by a star the beam
position in digital format is gated into a register. The peak
level obtained is converted to a digital word, and the address
and magnitude stored in temporary memory. Finally the data is
either applied to the star catalog or communicated to Earth.
If suitable stars are not detected in the course of the
scan, the truss (and camera) are rotated and the scan process
repeated. Waiting a short time would also bring the other stars
into the field of view. Shutter and lens controls will be
applied (probably from earth) to negate the effect of smear due
to Phobos high rotation rate and to permit the sensing of the
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bright Mars disk itself for navigational purposes. Several
vidicons are currently under investigation; however, the Orbiter
"A" camera system which will have been used as a stellar sensor
in 1976 is baselined with the TV scan modified as discussed above.
Figure VI-13 provides a sample of areas of the celestial sphere
which were interrogated with this camera (Ref. VI-2).
The Attitude Reference Unit (ARU) and Velocity Reference Unit
(VRU) are used as a strapped down inertial measurement unit (IMU)
as in a normal Viking Lander operation. The VRU is also used as
a gravitometer on PhObos. However, the gravitational attraction
Of Phobos is so low (assumed .003 to .0004 g) that the null un-
certainty in these accelerometers may make them unsuitable for
this purpose. However, higher quality space-qualified units are
readily available. In traverse operations, the noise environment
may swamp the changes in velocity from the VRU making it unsatis-
factory as the source for obtaining range data. It may be more
feasible to use the VRU as a vertical sensor and compute range
as the swept out great circle range angle, or change in direction
of local vertical, as obtained from the processed ARU data or
from stellar data. A tactile or wheel odometer might aid in
distance measurements. Track errors can be obtained as attitude
errors by stopping and solving for special location of the local
vertical vector.
The stereo range finder uses both cameras, a known base leg,
and the required camera covergence angles (or electronic equiva-
lent) to compute range. The operator on Earth controls the sys-
tem and selects a distant target for traverse. (Using this sys-
tem as an automatic area correlator navigation system while
moving does not appear feasible, due to the varying light levels
encountered over the slow traverse.)
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The steering logic is based upon commanded great circle
traverse. The steering will compute range-to-go and heading
errors. The steering logic block output will be signals to
control the mobility system to drive range-to-go to zero and
remove the effect of track errors. Track errors are probably
best resolved by solving for a new great circle course which
terminates at the target rather than returning to the old course.
The operational sequence would begin before landing when
the camera is used to provide an attitude update to the inertial
guidance system. This is done by obtaining a picture of Phobos
against a stellar background and using the star data to update
the direction cosine matrix stored in the airborne digital
computer. (The direction cosine matrix is the electronic gimbal
algorithm which makes a strapped down IMU appear to be a gimballed
platform.) A position update is made via the deep space net.
The rover navigation sequence begins shortly after landing,
as follows: The accelerometer triad, which constitutes the
VRU, is used to establish the magnitude and direction of the
Phobos local gravity vector; the direction is defined as vertical.
The celestial sphere is then interrogated to establish the
angles between three known stars and local vertical. The vidicon
used is rigidly mounted to the truss which contains the accelero-
meters so that the angular relationship between the vidicon axis
and each accelerometer input axis is known and preserved. The
intersection of the position circles derived from the stellar
data provided a unique position solution as shown in Figure VI-14.
The stellar angular data is again used to update the direction
cosine matrix stored in the onboard computer. The stellar
data can also be used to determine the direction and magnitude
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of Phobos' spin vector very accurately . Having established
initial position on Phobos and updated the inertial guidance
system, the system can proceed to accept guidance commands.
Several methods of command are available; preprogrammed traverse,
adaptively from local scientific results, or from the Earth
based control as the result of a desirable target observed with
rover or orbiter camera. For any case the command will be in
the form of a great circle path constraining range (or great
circle range angle) and nulling track errors. When the inertial
navigation system indicates the range traverse has been achieved,
the rover will be stopped and a "fine" check made with the
stellar vidicon. The attitude reference system will again be
updated at this time.
It should be noted that in certain cases the images of the
near bodies, Mars and Deimos, will be available and possibly
more convenient for navigational purposes than stellar data.
E. PHOBOS/DEIMOS ROVER COMMUNICATIONS
The mission to Phobos was considered to be the baseline
mission during the course of this study. Two communications
concepts were studied in detail: i) direct Phobos surface to
Earth link, and 2) relay through orbiter. Figure VI-15
summarizes the geometry and assumptions for these links. In
each case communications systems evaluated were constrained to
basic Viking Lander systems with minimum modifications allowed.
Minimum modifications that were allowed were: i) operation x-band,
and 2) variations in antenna configuration. Figure VI-16
illustrates data volumes available per Phobos orbit for the
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baseline system aBd with the aforementioned modifications in a
direct link mode.
The orbital mechanics of the Mars/Phobos/Deimos system
present problems when attempting to establish direct link
communications from the surface of Phobos. Earth occultation,
as seen from the landing site, is largely a function of date and
Phobos latitude. Figure VI-17 presents the advantages of
rover operations on Phobos over that of a fixed lander when the
roving path is planned to optimize Earth view time/orbit.
The analysis performed on the relay through the orbiter was
also limited by the desire to operate with baseline Viking
systems allowing the same minimum modifications, as presented
above, to the orbiter.
The orbiter is placed in an orbit around Mars very similar
to that of Phobos. The orbit is such that the orbiter appears
to orbit Phobos once every 7.5 hours. A cavity backed cross
slot was selected as the URV antenna due to its large HPBW
(130°). This antennc_ and the dynamics of the system allows a
two (2) hour communication window between the orbiter and
rover each Phobos orbit. The capability of the rover system
(power modification) as a function of orbiter range is presented
in Figure VI.-18 and the communication systems characteristics
are summarized in Table VI-4. If data rates at the three (3)
db point are desired, the illustrated values may be divided by
eight (8).
The two communications techniques felt most promising are
shown in Table VI-5 for the Phobos mission. In the direct
link configuration output power is limited to 40 watts due to
landed weight considerations. The antenna size was considered
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maximum because of resulting pointing requirements (HPBW = 1.8°).
Note that the maximum data rates assume x-band transmission.
Earth bound atmospheric conditions may make x-band transmission
impractical. Dual feeds (S- and X-band) should be provided.
The maximum data volumes at s-band would be approximately
1/8 of those illustrated.
The communications profile in Figure VI-19 illustrates the
advantage, in terms of data volume, of utilizing existing orbiter
capabilities with modification to operate at x-band. Orbiter relay
at s-band is distinctly preferable to direct link performance
at x-band due to high direct link po_er and antenna pointing
requirements. Note that orbiter data volumes/orbit exceeding
1200 MB are possible only with simultaneous reception and relay
transmission. However, assuming 6.65 hours/orbit available for
relay, data volume for the previous system will be limited by
a maximum of 1580 MB/orbit.
F. MOBILITY STUDY CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of wheeled, flying, boom-Seployed science mobility
leads to the conclusion that wheeled mobility is the best mode
to incorporate into the landed system. The wheeled rover offers
significant advantages over flying in the areas of weight,
controllability, and opportunity for adaptive science. The
only factor favoring flying is its ability to cross gross terrain
obstacles (cliffs, ridges, crevices) that would require major
detours with a wheeled system.
Furlable booms offer a practical means of getting short range
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(50 m) mobility and could be considered for a stationary lander
mission. However, the weight penalty associated with booms
is equal to the weight penalty of the wheeled mobility Subsystemo
Of the many factors influencing the choice of mobility mode, only
projected development risk/cost favors booms.
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VII PROGRAMCOSTS
The cost summary for the baseline sample return mission in
FY '72 dollars (no escalation factors added) is based on the
ground rules listed in Table VlI-I. The cost estimate has been
built up using a work breakdown structure patterned after the
Viking '75 Lander System. This WBS contains over 80 elements of
cost. Labor and material estimates were made for each of the WBS
elements. Table VII-2 summarizes the baseline sample return
program cost. Two previously developed program estimates were
used as references and calibrations for this estimate: i) the
Viking '75 program (which should have higher costs for equivalent
elements because of the completely new developmental nature of
the work), and 2) the Viking '77 program (which should be lower
for equivalent elements because it involves minimum modification
to existing designs.
A cost summary was also prepared in which the second flight
spacecraft and the spare were eliminated. The cost savings that
would result are presented in Table VII-3.
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V I I I PROGRAMSCHEDUL E
The summsry schedule shown in Tsble VIII-I indicstes the key
milestones and span times for the Phobos/Deimos ssmple return
program from SRT, which begins in January 1974, MA & D long lesd,
and full go-ahead in the third quarter of 1976, through isunch in
the fourth quarter of 1981. Mission duration after launch will
be approximately i000 days.
The basic sssumptions and groundrules used in the development
of this schedule are:
(I) Tsrget isunch date is 9 December 1981 with s nominsl
isunch window of 30 dsys.
(2) Two flight and one spare flight spacecraft
(3) One system contractor for total spacecrsft
(4) Use of modified Viking '75 ground equipment
(5) Qualification and Proof Test Evslustion units sre used.
The schedule has been patterned after the Viking '75 Project
Master Schedule. Msjor development snd development testing
activities will be required to sccomplish the orbiter modificstions,
Planetary Explorer modificstions, ssmple collection and protection
system, and the return entry cspsule.
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IX. Conclusions
IX-I
IX. CONCLUSIONS AND TECHNOLOGY REQUIREMENTS
The principal conclusions drawn from the Phase II study are
summarized in this section.
This study has demonstrated the feasibility of using'a mini-
mally modified Viking Orbiter to deliver a sample return vehicle
to Phobos in the 1979-1983 time period. For the baseline mission
chosen, a Titan lllE/Centaur launch vehicle has the capability to
launch a sample return spacecraft that can return 5 kg of surface
samples via direct Earth entry with sea recovery. Mariner, Plane-
tary Explorer and Mars Viking hardware and technology were found
to be adequate to meet all the spacecraft systems and subsystems
requirements.
No high-risk technology problems were identified in the various
subsystem mechanizations that were examined. During the course of
the study, however, several technology requirement areas were iden-
tified. Supporting research and technology (SRT) work performed in
these areas would be beneficial in building confidence in mission
flexibility and reducing possible development risks. These studies
are identified in Table IX-I and described in the following paragraphs.
Table IX-I Recommendations for Further Study
and Technology Requirements
Further Study
Space Shuttle Applications to Sample Return Missions
Navigation Analysis for Sample Return Missions
Communications System Analysis for Sample Return Missions
High Speed Earth Entry Analysis
Long-Life Reliability of Spacecraft Subsystems and Components
Technolosy Requirements
Light-Weight, Low-Power 3-Axis and Closed-Loop
Spin Stabilized G&C Subsystems
Sample Collection and Protection Subsystems
Automatic Spacecraft Alignment and Ascent Guidance Subsystems
IX-2
A. SPACE SHUTTLE APPLICATIONS TO SAMPLE RETURN MISSIONS
Use of the Space Shuttle concept would allow greater payloads
for the Phobos/Deimos sample return mission. The Space Shuttle
could also be used to collect the Phobos/Deimos sample return
module from an Earth orblt, thus eliminating any concern for
contamination.
B. NAVIGATION ANALYSIS FOR SAMPLE RETURN MISSIONS
The sample return mission from Phobos/Deimos utilizes a
light-weight spin-stabilized vehicle. A more extensive navi-
gation analysis would increase the probability of a successful
mission and most likely reduce the AV expenditure allocated for
navigation uncertainties.
C. COMMUNICATION SYSTEM ANALYSIS FOR SAMPLE RETURN MISSION
The use of the spin stabilized, light-weight spacecraft for
the Earth return mission presents some difficult design problems
for the communication system. An optimom system would have a
lower chance of failure and therefore increase the mission
success probability.
IX -3
D. HIGH SPEED EARTH ENTRY ANALYSIS
The sample return mission design utilizes a direct entry
mode. This results in entry velocities of approximately 12.65
km/sec as compared to the Apollo program's maximum entry veloci-
ties of 11.06 km/sec. This additional velocity at entry would
require a comprehensive analysis prior to the final design of
the entry capsule. Conservative design guidelines have been
used in this study and additional study could decrease ablator
weight and increase the probability of success.
r- LONG-LIFE RELIABILITY OF SPACECRAFT
SUBSYSTEMS AND COMPONENTS
Phobos/Deimos mission success is obviously dependent on the
reliability of the spacecraft and the sample return vehicle.
Other factors affecting mission success are the requirements for
complex maneuvers, the long term operation of the spacecraft and
sample return subsystems, the number of launch opportunities, and
the techno_iogical developments required. Mission success is thus
probablistic in nature and becomes an important study parameter
in formulating various spacecraft and sample return design and
operational concepts.
Typically, the reliability program plan involves the
following steps:
i) Establishment of reliability goals,
2) Allocation of reliability with respect to mission
phases,
3) Establishment of subsystem/part reliability
allocations and
4) Determination of failure modes effects.
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Probably the most important of these steps is the latter.
Failure mode identification and its effect on the spacecraft/
sample return vehicle probability of mission success is extremely
useful as a criterion for the selection of system operational
concepts, use of redundancy, diagnostic and engineering data
requirements, and science experiment selection. A full under-
standing of potential system/subsystem failures and their effects
on mission success is essential to optimize the balance of func-
tional and equipment redundancy, command and control backup pro-
visions, and status data requirements.
Since subsystems proposed for use in the Phobos/Deimos
missions are being developed for programs presently in being
(Viking) or proposed (Planetary Explorer) it is essential that
continuing monitoring and sufficient program insight be main-
tained in order to comprehensively catalog failure modes and
their effects in order of importance, together with an evaluation
of possible design solutions.
F. LIGHTWEIGHT, LOW POWER, 3-AXIS AND CLOSED LOOP
SPIN STABILIZED G&C SUBSYSTEM
The return of a surface sample from Phobos or Deimos to
Earth requires a lightweight orbital and interplanetary cruise
vehicle. Current small interplanetary vehicles (e.g. Pioneer
or Planetary Explorer) use open loop spin-stabilized G&C sub-
systems with vehicle attitude data processed on the ground.
While this approach is adequate for missions requiring very few
maneuvers, the more complex Phobos/Deimos return flight could
be done more accurately with a lightweight, low power, three-
axis stabilized or a closed loop spin stabilized G&C subsystem.
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These subsystems could be synthesized from state-of-the-art
hardware and technology. SRT work could develop these concepts,
and investigate integration, interfacing and operational problems.
G. SAMPLE COLLECTION AND PROTECTION
Techniques and equipment for the acquisition of surface
samples are required based on the latest definition of the Mars
surface. The objective of this activity is the development and
test of planetary surface sample acquisition techniques and
associated equipment. In addition, techniques to provide ade-
quate canning and safe storage of the acquired Mars samples must
be developed.
H. AUTOMATIC SPACECRAFT ALIGNMENT AND
ASCENT GUIDANCE SUBSYSTEMS
A requirement of an unmanned sample return mission, such as
one from Phobos or Deimos, is to accurately determine the loca-
tion and attitude of the landed vehicle so that the ascent of
the return vehicle can be successfully carried out. SRT work to
design and develop an automatic leveling and training subsystem
is recommended, investigations into _,,_m.,.1_+. ..-_w, ...........In_.7-pnwprG&C
subsystems to control ascent trajectory would also be beneficial
to a Phobos/Deimos sample return mission concept.
Appendix
A-I
SRTRK PROGRAMDESCRIPTION
The SRTRK program was designed to simulate the three impulse
transfers from Phobos or Deimos to Earth. The program determines
the required C3 and DLA for the trans-Earth injection as a function
of the launch and encounter date. The parameters for the inter-
mediate orbit are input to the program. These are the circular
altitudes of the satellite, the apoapsis altitude of the inter-
mediate orbit, and the desired periapsis altitude for the final
injection maneuver. The program uses these inputs and the injec-
tion requirements to determine the AV requirements for this trans-
fer. In addition to this calculated AV, AV is allocated for
the separation from the satellite, _ravitv and steerin_ losses,
navigation uncertainties and midcourse maneuvers. The sequence of
orbital events are as follows:
i) Raise apoapsis to the input value--typically 95000 km.
2) Lower periapsis to the input value desired for the
trans-Earth injection.
3) Calculate the required plane change to place the
required departure vector in the orbit plane.
4) Increase the velocity at periapsis to yield the
required C3.
The AV for these maneuvers and the additional AV are combined.
The propellant required to provide this AV for the fixed initial
weight is calculated, The propulsion system weight is then cal-
culated and the remaining weight is available for the spacecraft.
This information is printed out in addition to the departure con-
ditions. The program now calculates the AV to get the spacecraft
into a specified capture orbit at Earth and re-calculates the
required propellant propulsion system weight and spacecraft
weight.
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The result is two spacecraft weights for each launch and
encounter date, one indicating the spacecraft weight for a direct
entry at Earth and the other for Capture into a specified Earth
capture orbit.
The results of the data generated by this program allow the
selection of a launch and encounter space yielding a maximum space-
craft weight.
